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1
Communicating Science: Developing an Exhibit with Scientists and Educators
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
How to Read This Report
This thesis is primarily written for scientists who are considering or are already
involved with outreach or communicating science. It describes the process of
developing a table-top exhibit to communicate estuary science principles to visitors of
the Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC) Visitor Center (VC) in Newport, Oregon,
providing insight into the exhibit development process from the perspective of a
scientist. My secondary target audience is educators or exhibit developers, especially
anyone working on a content-based exhibit with a scientist or expert from another
field.
The introduction to this thesis outlines the research question, the research focus
(the exhibit), and the goals of this project. Chapter 2 describes my development
process in detail. Chapters 3 and 4 describe exhibit evaluation and testing methods
and results. The discussion in Chapter 5 analyzes the exhibit development process,
focusing on three key themes that emerge: the strengths and weaknesses of using a
computer, the effectiveness of the visualization at communicating research results and
engaging visitors in meaningful inquiry, and the use of individual expertise throughout
exhibit design. The conclusion describes how the project goals were met and provides
future recommendations for this outreach exhibit as well as for undertaking similar
projects. Further recommendations can be found in Appendix A, which is written as
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an instructive guide for designing a content-based exhibit. This appendix contains
advice and suggested resources from education and exhibit design literature as well as
tips derived from the experience of this thesis project.
The Research Focus: A Content-Based Interactive Exhibit
The focal point of this research is the exhibit itself (“Current” Events), which
consists of an audio feed, three static label panels, and an interactive computer
visualization, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The exhibit prototype, which consists of four primary components.
There is a hanging focused audio speaker and two vertical static panels that are held
up temporarily by boards. The exhibit also consists of a horizontal table-top static
panel and the computer set up on the table.
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The static panels outline a goal-based scenario to guide and focus the visitor’s
interaction with the exhibit. The visitor’s goal is to assist the current Olympia Oyster
restoration efforts in the Yaquina Bay by identifying a sustainable location to
reintroduce Olympia Oyster habitat into the estuary. To be successful, the participant
must apply information provided about how water currents vary throughout the
estuary over time and how the movement of water through the estuary affects the
oysters. The interactive computer visualization allows the visitors to test different
locations for creating oyster habitat. The visualization shows where oyster larvae
would travel and end up due to the currents if swarmed from the chosen location, and
then scores the visitor’s selected location based on the end locations for larval
settlement. The computer interface also provides immediate feedback about why the
location selected may or may not be a good place for oyster restoration, and has
layered menus of background information that the visitor can explore.
Project Guiding Questions
The primary focus for the research was the development of an exhibit for a
free-choice learning setting to educate the public about estuary currents and numerical
modeling. Using front-end and formative evaluation, I analyzed how effective the
exhibit prototype was at communicating the learning outcomes and scientific concepts.
Considering these results, I then examined the exhibit development process in order to
answer a broader research question: how does one design an outreach exhibit in order
to most effectively communicate science and complex research results.
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Project Goals
Developing an Exhibit Prototype
I set out to develop an exhibit prototype in order to evaluate the effectiveness
of my exhibit design at communicating learning outcomes focused on estuary currents
and numerical modeling. I end this thesis with recommendations for how I would
approach alterations in order to finalize the exhibit.
Evaluating the Success of the Exhibit
I am primarily evaluating the success of the exhibit at effectively
communicating the exhibit learning outcomes. Using content-based surveys,
observations of visitors interacting with exhibit prototypes, and interviews with
visitors about the exhibit topics and their interactions with the exhibit itself, I am
studying how effectively the exhibit communicates the educational content to HMSC
VC visitors.
In addition to investigating visitors’ recognition and understanding of the
science content after interacting with the exhibit, I am evaluating the success of the
exhibit design based on how well it withstands the free-choice learning setting, how
approachable, interesting and effective the content presentation seems to be, and how
user-friendly the interface for the computer portion of the exhibit is.
Understanding the Development Process
A discussion of the exhibit development is also included to assess what aspects
of the process contributed to the more successful elements of the exhibit. I was the
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primary exhibit developer for a majority of the process, guided extensively by experts
in specific areas. Coming from a scientific background and working on exhibit
development as both a scientist and educator was a unique challenge; the discussion of
the exhibit development process identifies areas where these two perspectives seem to
be in contention with one another and discusses the benefits that come from pairing
these two diverse areas of expertise.
CHAPTER 2: AN EXHIBIT ABOUT ESTUARY CURRENTS AND
SCIENTIFIC MODELING
Exhibit and Research Setting
Hatfield Marine Science Center: The Physical Setting
The Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC) Visitor Center (VC) in Newport,
Oregon was selected as a development site for the exhibit because of its location near
the Yaquina Bay estuary, and the range of visitors that come to the VC during the
year. HMSC is a research and education facility associated with Oregon State
University (OSU), which houses and collaborates with a large number of federal, state
and regional agencies and organizations involved in marine and coastal sciences,
education, and stewardship (http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/). The VC is run by Oregon
Sea Grant. Many of the exhibits and programs at the HMSC VC are designed in
collaboration with scientists, and communicate fundamental marine science concepts
as well as content from current and cutting-edge research. Many exhibits have also
been research projects themselves, designed by students or education faculty to study
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and test new methods of communicating the diversity of science content coming from
the HMSC facility and OSU.
The HMSC VC is a free-choice learning center. The term free-choice learning
is a very broad term that encompasses self-motivated activities and embraces the
notion that learning is a lifelong activity, much of which does not necessarily occur in
the classroom, and is driven by interest and inquiry rather than external factors such as
grades (Falk & Dierking, 2002). As with most museums and science centers, HMSC
VC visitors have a large degree of freedom to select what exhibitions to visit, how
they interact, and with whom they engage (Nickels, 2008). A visitor’s experience will
be shaped by a number of decisions made based on the physical setting, but also his or
her prior knowledge, expectations, experience and interest (Falk & Dierking, 2002).
Visitors come to the HMSC VC from a large diversity of backgrounds.
Annual visitation includes roughly 150,000 members of the public, largely from the
Pacific Northwest, as well as 12,000 K-12 students involved with a number of VC
education programs (Nickels, 2008; Hodak, 2008; Phipps, 2008). Multigenerational
groups encompass a vast majority of the visitors, followed by adults peer groups
(Nickels, 2008). In a number of demographic studies, the education level of HMSC
VC visitors is measured to be slightly higher than the national average (Nickels, 2008;
Hodak, 2008; Phipps, 2008).
An important consequence of the HMSC VC being a free-choice learning
center that hosts a large number of family and student groups, is the way that visitors
interact with exhibits. In an informal learning setting such as this, a large amount of
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inquiry and experimentation is expected and encouraged. Therefore, exhibits need to
be child-safe and durable in order to withstand use as well as to be attractive and
interesting in order to encourage use.
There were a number of potential locations for this particular exhibit within the
HMSC VC. The location that was settled on, mapped in Figure 2, is a corner table
located in the “Eye-Level Scale Exhibits” section in the HMSC VC, categorized by
the physical scale of the scientific topic presented.
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Figure 2. The exhibit prototype location in the Hatfield Marine Science Center
Visitor Center. The exhibit is located in the “Eye-Level Scale Exhibits” section.
There is also another exhibit which discusses Yaquina Bay oysters located in the same
section. This map is provided courtesy of the Hatfield Marine Science Center Visitor
Center.
This location limited the exhibit to two wall panels and one arc-shaped tabletop panel. A table, at least one chair, focused lighting, a focused audio speaker, an
audio cord, and an electric outlet are provided. An aquarium is located behind the
exhibit, which is accessed regularly from the top by the HMSC aquarists. When the
original table-top signage from the previous exhibit was removed and replaced, it was
damp and salty in one corner from spilled water, presumably from this tank.
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There is an exhibit nearby that discusses oysters in the Yaquina Bay estuary.
The focus of that exhibit is on the two primary oyster species in the estuary—Olympia
Oysters and introduced Pacific Oysters—and rearing these species at the Oregon
Oyster Farm. The nearby oyster exhibit currently has a piece on Olympia Oyster
history and oyster lifecycles, but that information will be removed and replaced by the
content of the incoming “Current” Events exhibit. A majority of the other
surrounding exhibits include aquariums, or computer screens, and also present
primarily biology-focused topics.
Ocean Literacy and Science Learning: The Sociocultural Setting
Ocean literacy is currently emphasized as a national education priority for
students and informal audiences (POC, 2003; USCOP, 2004). Two national reports
from the US Commission on Ocean Policy (USCOP, 2004) and the Pew Oceans
Commission (POC, 2003) both stress the importance of education and outreach as a
way to promote positive stewardship of our marine resources. Ocean literacy is also
emphasized as a tool for teaching science, since ocean science is necessarily broad,
incorporating biology, chemistry, physics, geology, and engineering, as well as many
social sciences. Marine exploration provides an excellent framework for teaching
science with an interdisciplinary focus. Also, an estimated 30% of the US population
lives in coastal counties directly affected by the ocean (Crowell, Edelman, Coulton, &
McAfee, 2007) and many more visit these areas accounting for a large percentage of
the population. Ocean literacy efforts are an important education tool to teach science
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in an interesting and personal context. Free-choice learning has been found to be the
primary method of learning science concepts across the lifespan for most people who
do not acquire advanced science degrees (Falk & Dierking, 2002).
Many of the concepts addressed by Ocean Literacy education and in this
exhibit, also align with the National Science Education Standards (National
Committee on Science Education Standards and Assessment; National Research
Council, 1996). Strengthening and developing science education is important for both
formal and informal education settings.
Social Constructivism: An Epistemological Framework
Development of this exhibit is grounded in a social constructivist theory of
learning. First, the social aspect of visitor interactions with the exhibit, especially if
the visitor is part of a larger group, is integral to the learning that occurs. As more is
learned about visitor behavior in informal settings, there is greater awareness of the
pivotal role that social interaction has (Heath, Lehn, & Osborne, 2005; Hindmarsh,
Heath, Vom Lehn, & Cleverly, 2005; Vom Lehn, Heath, & Hindmarsh, 2005).
However, conflict between increasing awareness of the role of social interaction and
increased use of single-user technologies is still a prominent issue in exhibit design
(Heath, Lehn, & Osborne, 2005; Hindmarsh, Heath, Vom Lehn, & Cleverly, 2005;
Vom Lehn, Heath, & Hindmarsh, 2005). Due to the concurrent increase of single-user
technologies in free-choice learning settings, more attention is being paid to research
ways to prevent this conflict. These considerations were taken into account with many
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of the design elements (such as having signage as well as the computer interface) as
well as in the exhibit evaluation methods (including observational data such as group
size and group interactions).
Exhibit design was also heavily rooted in a constructivist epistemology. For
learning outcomes to be committed to memory in a way that can be recollected by the
visitor for future application, the visitor needs to associate the exhibit content with
past experience or constructs that already exist in his or her memory in some form.
Learning occurs by these constructs becoming more complex or having more
associations with relevant experience or phenomena (Hein, 1998). Therefore, an
interpretive exhibit should tell a narrative story about the exhibit theme, which
includes contextual information rather than a list of facts (Serrell, 1996). This is
especially important for a content-based exhibit where the visitor may be introduced to
topics that may not obviously relate to his or her past experience or knowledge, such
as estuary currents or scientific modeling, which are specific to academic disciplines
and some coastal activities. A research study on a teaching sequence about scientific
modeling found it significant to begin with teaching the foundation of a constructivist
epistemology (Danusso, Testa, & Vicentini, 2010). A similar study about teachers’
understanding of scientific models found that a social constructivist learning style was
correlated with individuals who had a more complex and complete understanding of
scientific models (Van Driel & Verloop, 1999). If a visitor were presented with facts
about scientific models or estuary currents that he or she could not associate with, the
information would be difficult to remember and would not contribute readily to his or
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her learning. I structured this exhibit using a goal-based scenario framework by using
a narrative about Olympia Oyster restoration throughout the exhibit. This framework
is based on a constructivist theory of learning, and is effective at communicating
concepts rather than facts (Reimann & Zumbach, 1999).
Introduction to Exhibit Content Areas
The next sections are in-depth sections that outline each of the different
content areas communicated with this exhibit. They are included in this thesis as a
resource for anyone unfamiliar with the content-based vocabulary used throughout this
thesis, and as a demonstration of some of the complexity of the concepts that I am
attempting to convey with the exhibit.
Estuaries and Estuary Currents
Estuaries encompass a significant portion of the area where people can safely
interact with and explore the coastal environment through recreation, fishing,
sightseeing and other common activities along estuarine shorelines and in the waters.
Estuaries are also highly biologically productive marine habitats, attracting
participants of these activities, and also making them interesting sites for scientific
investigation that require environmental management decisions. Estuaries are
therefore often sites of competing interests between commerce, fishing, recreation and
environmental preservation. Educating the public about principles of how an estuary
functions, including the dynamic nature of an estuary and the types of physical
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processes that impact an estuarine environment, is important in order to promote
positive stewardship of estuarine and marine ecosystems (POC, 2003; USCOP, 2004).
The physical characteristics of an estuary are not often the focus of educational
discussions about estuaries, but they are fundamental to all of the other estuarine
functions. In fact, the various definitions of the term estuary all revolve around
physical water properties; often either being defined as where tides and river currents
meet, or the extent of oceanic salt water intrusion up a river. The mixing and
transition between riverine freshwater, transporting sediment and nutrients with its
flow, and the higher salinity oceanic environment, dominated by waves and tides,
creates a diversity of habitats unique to estuaries. These transition zones determine
plant and animal composition; for example, different types of algae or eelgrass prefer
different salinity ranges, and species like salmon prefer different salinity ranges as
well as plant habitat during different development stages. Estuary currents and mixing
rates affect the locations and gradients of salinity transition zones.
The primary conditions affecting estuarine currents are tides and river flow.
The amount of mixing in an estuary, largely dependent on the relative mixing force
from tidal velocity compared to the stratifying affect of freshwater flow, is frequently
used to characterize estuaries (Hansen & Rattray, 1966; Pritchard, 1955). However,
current velocities and mixing rates not only vary significantly between estuaries, but
also within a single estuary depending on the forcing conditions. These changes in
circulation characteristics can occur over seasonal time-scales or from shorter-term
storm events and the motion of the water is also affected over hourly time scales by
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the tides. This adds significant complexity in classifying estuaries and in teaching
estuary circulation in an introductory manner. In fact, due to this large amount of
variation as well as complicated coastlines and bathymetry in many estuaries, it is
difficult to understand circulation dynamics within a single estuary without careful
study using observations and scientific models. Using a numerical modeling study of
the Yaquina Bay as an example for my exhibit, my goal is to educate the public about
circulation and its significance to an estuarine ecosystem.
The Yaquina Bay estuary is a small, drowned river estuary located midway on
the Oregon coast. In the summer, during low river flow, the estuarine circulation is
classified as well-mixed, but in high flow conditions, such as in the winter, the
Yaquina Bay behaves as a partially-mixed estuary (Pritchard, 1955; Burt & McAlister,
1958). This mixing classification is used to describe the stratification between salt
water and fresh water within an estuary. The Yaquina Bay is also classified as a deepdraft development estuary in Oregon due to the jetty structures and dredged deep
channel (OAR 660-015-0010(1)). Thus, the Yaquina Bay is subject to development
for public, commercial and industrial uses (ORS 197.040). The bay is home to an
active commercial fishing fleet, recreational fishing, recreational sailing and boating,
commercial development, tourism, and research, among supporting many other uses.
This high number of competing demands is not uncommon of an estuary.
The goals for development of the “Current” Events exhibit are to
communicate the general concepts that estuary currents are complex and dynamic as
well as important. The motion of the water due the currents as conveyed by the
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visualization is the primary mode for communicating the complexity of the currents,
while the example of Olympia Oyster restoration is used to demonstrate the
importance of estuary currents.
Olympia Oyster Biology and History
The types of marine life that spend time in estuary environments are adapted to
not only survive, but to thrive in such a dynamic environment. For example, ostrea
lurida, commonly known as Olympia Oysters (or locally referred to as native oysters),
depend on changes in water properties as environmental cues for behavior as well as
for survival. In the spring through late summer they are triggered to release larvae due
to high water temperatures. Once released, the larvae are mostly dependent on the
currents for delivery to a habitable location for recruitment. After settlement, the
oysters grow by feeding on suspended nutrients and particulates that are delivered by
the water flowing by.
Olympia Oyster Biology
Olympia Oysters have a relatively unique lifecycle compared with other
species that are commonly harvested, due to features such as their sub-tidal preference
for habitat, slow growth, small size, and ovoviviparity (White, Buhle, Ruesink, &
Trimble, 2009). A viviparous oyster broods eggs instead of releasing them to be
fertilized in the water column. Olympia Oyster eggs are about 100-105 microns when
they are fertilized by the spawn from adult males, and grow for about 10-16 days in
the branchial chamber before swarming (Fasten, 1931; Hopkins, 1936). The word
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swarming in this case refers to the larvae being released after brooding, in which case
they are around 185 microns (Loosanoff, Davis, & Chanley, 1966) and already able to
swim (Hopkins, 1936).
Spawning and swarming behaviors are influenced by water properties in the
estuary, such as temperature. However, there is some inconsistency in the literature in
the use of the term “swarming”, so many references use the term “spawning”, which
may or may not refer to one or both phenomena. Spawning is described to occur with
a water temperature of 14-20 degrees Celsius. Olympia Oysters will generally not
spawn until the water reaches a critical average temperature during a tidal cycle of 13
degrees Celsius (Hopkins, 1936). However, because of the great amount of spatial
and temporal variability in estuarine environments, the duration of the spawning
season, and amount of oysters to spawn at the same time can vary largely by location
and year to year (Hopkins, 1936). In a “bad” year, perhaps half of the oyster
population will spawn, but in a “good” year, perhaps half of the oysters may spawn
more than once (Hopkins, 1936). Precisely which water properties influence
spawning and/or swarming is a topic of modern research, but it is accepted that the
variability in estuary currents that affect water properties influence these biological
behaviors.
During a swarm each brood ranges on average from 250,000-300,000 larvae.
The larvae stay in the water column until they reach a size of around 300 microns and
then settle (Loosanoff et al., 1966). The duration of this stage is also dependent on the
water temperature (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941; Hopkins, 1936), but may range
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from about 14 days (Fasten, 1931) to around 30 days (Dimick, Egland, & Long,
1941). While the larvae are in the water column their locations depend greatly upon
the estuary currents and they are carried up and down river with the tides (Dimick,
Egland, & Long, 1941).
During the larval stage, as well as in adulthood, the oysters are sensitive to
estuarine water properties such as salinity for development and survival. Low enough
levels of salinity (around 13 PSU and below) in the water have been observed to cause
death in swimming larvae (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941). Since it is not possible to
actively track larvae, mortality rates at this stage are hard to determine and
assumptions about oyster larvae survival and location are highly probabilistic. Larval
dispersal is often studied by making estimates based on discrete samples and by
coupling scientific models of currents with biological information to develop
biological models.
An oyster larva that has survived and settled is commonly referred to as spat,
and the hard surface on which settlement occurred as cultch. It has been observed that
Olympia Oysters prefer to settle onto the shells of other Olympia Oysters over other
potential cultch material such as rocks or bark (Fasten, 1931), and also that more
appear to settle on the estuary floor (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941).
Olympia Oyster Restoration
Although Olympia Oysters are adapted to survive in West Coast estuarine
environments ranging from Southeast Alaska to Baja, California (Couch & Hassler,
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1989), maintaining healthy populations and numbers hasn’t been without challenges.
Only the Yaquina Bay estuary population seems to have been continuous since prewestern settlement in Oregon (Groth & Rumrill, 2009). There is evidence that Native
Americans harvested Olympia Oysters from the Yaquina Bay estuary in moderate
numbers, but early western settlers harvested the oysters in large numbers to ship to
ports like San Francisco in the 1800’s (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941). This
profitable operation at the time may have had a large influence in the settlement of the
Yaquina Bay region (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941). In fact, by reports from the late
1800’s, the entire oyster industry for the state of Oregon was from the Yaquina Bay
estuary (Fasten, 1931). Due to the overfishing, as well as pollution and loss of habitat
in the estuary, Olympia Oyster populations were greatly depleted in the estuary by the
early 1900’s (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941; Fasten, 1931). Since Olympia Oysters
take 3-4 years to reach marketable dimensions of only around 1.2-2 inches (Dimick,
Egland, & Long, 1941; Fasten, 1931), sustainable harvesting was hard to achieve.
Surveys in the late 1920’s found the Yaquina Bay Olympia Oyster population in poor
condition and recommended repopulation studies and experiments (Fasten, 1931).
Less than a decade later, the Fish Commission of the State of Oregon and The Lincoln
County Court reported on biological and ecological information that could be used to
aid and inform restoration efforts (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941).
Efforts to restore or reintroduce Olympia Oysters to the West Coast have been
undertaken by a variety of groups, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, United States Army Corps of Engineers, state agencies, local tribes,
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and the oyster industry (Groth & Rumrill, 2009; McGraw, 2009; White et al., 2009).
Depositing oyster shells into an estuary in order to increase available habitat for the
natural recruitment of spat is one of two main restoration strategies currently used
(White et al., 2009). Locating successful sites for deploying this restoration method
requires identifying areas in the estuary with a combination of physical characteristics
that align with Olympia Oyster biological requirements (White et al., 2009). Although
some research has been undertaken, further biological research into topics such as
Olympia Oyster behavior, predation, competition, feeding and production, but also
interdisciplinary studies focused on topics such as physical conditions are needed to
aid restoration projects such as this along the Oregon coast (Groth & Rumrill, 2009).
Scientific Modeling
Scientific models are tools frequently employed in research across disciplines,
such as to study oyster biology or estuary physics. A large variety of types of
scientific models are used in different disciplines, or within a single discipline for a
range of purposes. Therefore, it can be very difficult to teach or explain what a
scientific model is in a concise way. In fact, it is suggested that to understand the
concept of a scientific model requires experience and practice in multiple contexts
(Saari, 2003). There may even be some difficulty arising from inconsistent use of the
term, even within the fields of science, which inhibits the effectiveness of teaching and
communicating about models and how they are used.
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As a starting point for introducing the meaning of the term scientific model, I
use a definition proposed by Schwarz et al. (2009):
[A scientific model is] a representation that abstracts and
simplifies a system by focusing on key features to explain and predict
scientific phenomena.
However, I will also follow the paradigm set forth by many of the research
articles on the topic of understanding scientific models and scientific modeling and
compose a further explanation in terms of characteristics common to all scientific
models, or criteria to be met in order to be a scientific model or to be practicing
scientific modeling. These characteristics fall generally into the categories of modes
or appearance and attributes or function; it is important to understand both what
something is, and what its role is in order to determine whether it would or would not
be accepted as a scientific model (Van Driel & Verloop, 1999; Justi & Gilbert, 2002;
Danusso, Testa & Vicentini, 2010). Van Driel and Verloop (1999) present a list of
characteristics common to all scientific models (derived from the works of De Vos
(1985) and Van Hoeve-Brouwer, (1996)):
•

A [scientific] model is always related to a target, which is represented
by the model. The term ‘target’ refers to either a system, an object, a
phenomenon, or a process.

•

A [scientific] model is a research tool which is used to obtain
information about a target which cannot be measured directly.

•

A [scientific] model cannot interact directly with the target it
represents.

•

A [scientific] model bears certain analogies to the target, thus enabling
the researcher to derive hypotheses from the model which may be
tested while studying the target. Testing these hypotheses produces
new information about the target.
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•

A [scientific] model always differs in certain respects from the target.

•

In designing a [scientific] model, a compromise must be found between
the analogies and the differences with the target, allowing the
researcher to make specific choices. This process is guided by the
research questions.

•

A [scientific] model is developed through an iterative process, in which
empirical data with respect to the target may lead to a revision of the
model, while in a following step the model is tested by further study of
the target.

This list may not appear to clarify the question of what a scientific model is
upon a quick reading, but with some interpretation, it can be a useful guide. For
example, there are objects that may be classified as models, which do not classify as
scientific models under the regime that I propose. According to characteristic 2, a
scale-model is not necessarily a scientific model, and according to characteristic 3, a
photograph is not a scientific model (Van Driel & Verloop, 1999).
Similarly, displays, visualizations, or exhibits are not scientific models, but
more often are derived from the results of a scientific model, because they are not
designed to answer a research question, or developed iteratively as new knowledge is
discovered (characteristics 6 and 7). In these cases, the use of something determines
whether or not it is a scientific model. A scientific model is not only the thing itself,
but also how it is used (scientific modeling).
That said, it might also be confusing and unclear if you are unfamiliar with
scientific models, what the thing itself is. This may be an important point of
confusion because many scientific model results that are presented to the public are
from abstract forms of models, such as numerical models. Multiple studies of middle
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and high school students’, science teachers’, and expert scientists’ perceptions of
models have found that most of the study population, other than expert scientists, have
little or no knowledge of abstract models to study unobservable phenomena, and have
a more difficult time understanding the concept of abstract models than a scientific
model which consists of a concrete entity (Grosslight, et al., 1991; Saari, 2003; Van
Driel & Verloop, 1999). Researchers using abstract scientific models may make a
number of graphs, simulations, or other representations of model results to aid the
interpretation or analysis of the scientific model. These additional tools may be
confused with the scientific model itself because they are often used for
communication and presentation. However, when the researcher makes changes to
study a new research question, or apply new knowledge about the target, she does not
change the visualization tool directly, but changes the scientific model and may then
create a new visualization to again understand the results. The entity of an abstract
scientific model could be an event, a process, an idea, or a system of equations, similar
to the way in which a concrete scientific model can be an object.
Since there are so many different forms of scientific models in use, it is hard to
define any one aspect, such as the entity of which the scientific model consists, except
by example. This general method has been employed in many studies investigating
how to teach scientific modeling in classrooms (Grosslight et al., 1991; Danusso,
Testa & Vicentini, 2010; Schwarz et al., 2009; Saari, 2003). These studies generally
employ the methodology of 1) being explicit about what a scientific model is and how
it is used, 2) using a variety of examples of scientific models, 3) involving participants
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in the process of creating, testing, using, and revising their own scientific models, and
4) comparing and contrasting the usefulness of the different types of scientific models
used (Grosslight et al., 1991; Saari, 2003; Schwarz et al., 2009). In a single exhibit, it
is not possible to go through such a rigorous teaching progression, but whenever
scientific models are used or discussed, it is valuable to be explicit about both the type
of scientific model and its role in science (Danusso, Testa & Vicentini, 2010; Saari,
2003).
Numerical Modeling
A type of abstract scientific model that was employed to study the circulation
dynamics in the Yaquina Bay estuary is a numerical model. Although numerical
models are a subcategory of scientific models, the term itself can also have a very
broad meaning. A general definition might be a group of mathematical equations to
approximate behavior over time or in response to a change in one or more variables.
Solutions are often represented visually using tables or graphs. A numerical model
can be as simple as a one-line equation, such as the common models of population
growth and interest rates taught in many introductory differential equation courses.
They can also be composed of large series of equations and require the processing
power of modern computers to calculate or approximate solutions.
An example of such is a numerical model framework called the Finite-Volume
Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM). Due to the large time commitment, development
cost, and trouble-shooting effort necessary to compile a new model of this complexity,
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a few common standards such as this are often shared among academics in a similar
discipline. FVCOM was developed for researching coastal ocean or estuarine
circulation (Chen, Liu, & Beardsley, 2003). Its specific sets of equations and
calculation methods are specialized to model areas around islands and barriers and
with complex bathymetry (Chen, Liu, & Beardsley, 2003). Although this model
framework can be shared among scientists, the parameters used when running the
model for individual purposes, such as the domain (the area under study), bathymetry,
and forcing (in the case of the circulation model described in this thesis), are unique
and specifically selected with the research question in mind.
Numerical model results are often tables of values, representing the different
output variables in the model, such as values of salinity, or the components of velocity
of water at different locations and times. In order for a scientist to understand what
these numbers mean and to communicate this knowledge, graphs, images (or a series
of images made into a “movie”), and simulations are often created from the different
values that the scientific model outputs. These visualization tools can be useful in the
process of scientific modeling, by aiding the comparison between the scientific model
and the target. They can also be useful communication tools, to teach others what was
learned about the target by using the scientific model.
Development of the Scientific Model
I began my research with a study of the circulation and physical conditions
within the Yaquina Bay estuary using a numerical model. The numerical model
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framework used, FVCOM 2.7.1. (Chen, Beardsley, & Cowles, 2006), was compiled
and developed to specifically improve the simulation of currents in coastal areas with
complex topography, such as estuaries (Chen, Liu, & Beardsley, 2003). Using results
from this physical model and rudimentary oyster larvae behavior estimates, I created a
simulation of larval transport pathways in the Yaquina Bay with a particle tracking
algorithm in Matlab. A majority of the science research work was done using Matlab,
which is designed for computationally intensive projects and is used widely in science
fields such as Physical Oceanography.
Domain and Grid Setup
The first step in developing the numerical model was the selection of an
appropriate domain to meet the needs of this study (Figure 3). A coastline from USGS
coastline extractor (http://rimmer.ngdc.noaa.gov/) was used for the ocean boundary.
The coastline inside of the bay, provided by the USEPA digitized from aerial
photography, extends the ocean coastline from the North and South jetties. To close
the domain, an offshore boundary extending West 30 km from 60 km North and South
of the midpoint between the jetties was added. These distances were selected to be
large enough that boundary effects did not influence the estuary, and that the plume
was sufficiently diluted by the coastal ocean, as recommended in Frick et al. (2007).
Offshore rocks and meanders too small for the grid resolution were removed from the
coastline.
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Figure 3. The boundary used in the model. The red line denotes the boundary;
the darker area within the boundary is the model domain. The box in the corner shows
the location of the boundary on a larger-scale map of the US west coast. Images are
courtesy of Google Earth.
FVCOM allows for an unstructured domain, so a telescoping resolution was
used to focus on the primary area of interest: the estuary. Within the estuary and a
radius of 5 km from the midpoint of the jetties, a 50 m resolution was used. This
spacing resolved many of the major sloughs and was just narrow enough to span the
channel near the furthest upriver extent of the domain. The boundary resolution
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telescoped to 3 km spacing furthest from the bay, keeping in mind the restriction that
resolution could not change by more than ½ between adjacent segments (Chen,
Beardsley & Cowles, 2006). Using Surface Water Modeling Software (SMS), and
following the steps outlined in the FVCOM manual (2006), the grid was built from
this boundary (Figure 4). SMS is a tool for creating grids and plotting bathymetry for
hydrodynamic modeling
(http://www.ems-i.com/SMS/SMS_Overview/sms_overview.html).

Node
Cell

200 m
Figure 4. An example of the grid used in the model. This image is zoomed in
to show the grid resolution inside of the estuary as well as how the grid size increases
outside of the jetties. The model operates in terms of input and output variables
specified at either the nodes (dots connecting the grid triangles) or at the centers of
each cell (the triangles).
The process above describes the selection of the horizontal two-dimensional
boundary for the model. However, to develop a three-dimensional model, I also
compiled a set of bathymetry measurements, which defined the depth from mean sea
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level (MSL) at each of the nodes within the domain. The top boundary (sea level)
remained variable in the model so that it could change in response to the tides.
Therefore, the height of the water column was variable over space and time; while
there was a more or less constant horizontal resolution of 50 m, the vertical resolution
at each location was the height of the water column at a given time divided into 10
equal increments.
Numerical Model Parameters
For the purposes of exhibit development and education, I used simplified
model parameters. The tides were estimated by the sinusoidal M2 tidal constituent,
which is the dominant tidal constituent along the Oregon coast (Figure 5). This means
that instead of using a semi-diurnal tide with Mean Low Water (MLW) and Mean
Lower Low Water (MLLW) each roughly once a day, I used a sine wave that has two
equivalent daily lows at an amplitude of −1 m below MSL. Also, instead of going
through a spring-neap cycle, the tidal amplitude of high and low tides used in the
model remained constant throughout the model run.
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Figure 5. Comparison between model tide estimate and measured tidal
amplitudes. This shows the differences between the tidal amplitude estimate used in
the model and a typical summer-time semi-diurnal tide as measured outside of the
Yaquina Bay estuary. The model tidal amplitude was estimated by sinusoidal forcing
(red) rather than including more complete semi-diurnal tidal information (black).
The Yaquina River flow was estimated in the model as a constant flow equal to
a selected average summertime discharge during the entire model run (Figure 6).
Although there is no river gauge on the Yaquina River, I estimated a summer river
flow using data from the Chitwood tide gauge in the 1990’s (USGS). The Chitwood
River joins the Yaquina River upstream of my estuary boundary. I scaled its
contribution by a conversion factor of 2.54, determined by Frick et al. (2007) using
watershed ratios. From this, I estimated an average summertime discharge of 6 m3/s.
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Figure 6. Comparison between measured daily river discharge and the
estimate used in the model. This shows the difference between the constant value for
summer river discharge used in the model (red) and the temporal variability in
Yaquina river discharge (black). Although the model slightly overestimates the
typical late summer flow measured over the three years when a river gauge was in
place, there is little variability in the river flow at this time of year, which is why a
constant value was selected for the model.
The purpose of the model was to calculate parameters at every node over time.
It would be difficult or impossible to measure any parameter at each of these nodes at
one instant in time. Therefore, I could not measure the starting conditions such as the
initial sea level, velocity and salinity. Instead, at time = 0 in the model, the water at
every depth at each node was set to have a velocity of 0 m/s, a sea level change of 0 m
above MSL, and a salinity of 32 PSU. Then, the model ran with tidal forcing at the
ocean boundary and river water flowing into the domain. The river water slowly
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affected the salinity of the domain until the model reached equilibrium, meaning that
every tidal cycle the salinity would return to roughly the same value. After this point,
I used the results from the last full tidal cycle for the development of the exhibit.
A Synopsis of the Numerical Model Results
An analysis of model results is not discussed in this thesis. I include in this
thesis some information about the model output for the purposes of explaining what
sort of information can be learned from the model results and what sort of information
and detail was lost when translating the scientific model results to the exhibit
visualization.
I used particle tracking to examine the results of the numerical model of
estuary currents. I plotted the location of drifters, or passive particles that are
transported with the currents, over one tidal cycle (low water to low water) in order to
visualize the modeled estuary currents. For this simulation, I used a three-dimensional
particle tracking algorithm in Matlab that included mixing.
Even though this model was simplified by using a sinusoidal tide and a
constant river flow so that in theory each tidal cycle was symmetric, a number of
drifters released in the model of the estuary at the same location and the same point of
time would not necessarily end up in the same end locations over time because of the
vertical turbulence parameter. Using the full three-dimensional model results to
determine the end locations of a number of particles after one full tidal cycle, resulted
in a cloud of possible end locations, as demonstrated in Figure 7. Although this figure
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only shows the results in the two horizontal dimensions, each end location also has a
unique vertical component.

Figure 7. An example of the impact of using depth-averaged currents in the
biological model. The blue dots show the end locations after one tidal cycle of drifters
released from the same latitude and longitude within the estuary, but at different
depths in the water cloumn. Drifters released from 25 evenly spaced depths
throughout the water colmn are tracked using a three-dimensional algorithm which
includes a vertical turbulence parameter and therefore can follow different trajectories
each iteration. The depth-averaged algorithm (magenta square) does not contain a
vertical component or variability, therefore there is a single end location for each
release location. This is shown as a example of some of the information and detail
that is lost (the difference between the depth-average end locations compared to the
end location of drifters released in the three-dimensional simulation) when simplifying
the scientific results for use in a display.
Figure 7 is a plot of the end locations of drifters released from the same
horizontal location, but evenly distributed with depth throughout the water column at
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that point (blue dots), after running an instance of the three-dimensional particle
tracking simulation. Also plotted is a single drifter representing a final end location in
two-dimensions, showing where a drifter released from the same start location would
end up using model results that are vertically averaged, and thus do not include any
vertical variability (magenta square). In contrast to the cloud of probable end
locations for a point released from the same location with the full three-dimensional
model results, when vertical variability was excluded from the model results a point
released from a specific location always ends at the same location. This depthaveraged two-dimensional particle tracking algorithm was used for the biological
model, described in the next section, that was used as the basis for the exhibit
visualization.
The Biological Model
The biological model combined results from the numerical model of estuary
currents and biological information about Olympia Oysters in order to simulate how
Olympia Oyster larvae are transported through the Yaquina Bay estuary over the
course of one tidal cycle (low water to low water) in 18 second time increments.
A depth-averaged particle tracking algorithm was used to simulate the
horizontal motion of oyster larvae. Although, as demonstrated in Figure 7,
information was lost by using depth-averaging, this simplification was made for the
purposes of exhibit development. Using depth-averaged currents in the biological
model allowed me to use a simple 1:1 return map in the look-up table for the
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visualization (for further details on this process, see How the Visualization Works). In
a 1:1 return map, each horizontal release location corresponds with a single end
location (at the end of a tidal cycle as well as at each intermediate time step), so I did
not have to account for probabilistic variability in the exhibit visualization. This also
meant that I did not have to include multiple look-up tables for different release and
end depths, since depth was not a variable in the biological model. A consequence of
excluding a depth variable was that the biological model could not account for the
vertical swimming behavior of larvae. Therefore, no swimming behavior of oyster
larvae was included in the biological model, since any horizontal component would be
negligible compared to the horizontal current velocities.
I chose to begin and end the tidal cycle used in the biological model simulation
at low water in order to account for the observation that swarming may occur at low
water (Hopkins, 1936) as well as to increase larval retention in the estuary, and thus
oyster survival in the exhibit activity. Having the simulation begin during an
incoming tide, larvae are first transported up-estuary, and thus fewer are washed out to
sea per tidal cycle than using a high water to high water simulation. In fact, with the
high water to high water algorithm, 31% of the possible estuary release locations lead
to larvae getting washed offshore, compared to 14% using the low water to low water
algorithm.
There were a number of decisions made in the development of this biological
model, such as using depth-averaged currents and releasing larvae at a specific point
in time in a tidal cycle, that limited the amount of detail and the accuracy of the
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information retained in the biological simulation. This issue was further compounded
by a number of simplifications and adjustments that were made in the development of
the exhibit visualization from this biological model simulation. Two brief examples
include the number of larvae released into the water column, and the length of time
that larvae are in the water column before recruitment during the visualization.
Roughly 25-30 larvae are released (which varies depending on the release
location) during the visualization, which is about 1/10,000 the amount of larvae
released per individual brood during a swarm. Although the exhibit calculates
mortality in terms of percentages, this simplification (made to make it easier to
observe and track the larval motion) could lead to misconceptions such as the number
of larvae released, or their relative size compared to the estuary map. Also, the length
of time the larvae are shown to be in the water column during the visualization is
slightly lower than the low estimates by biologists (although this in fact varies with
estuary water properties). This decision was made in order to balance accurate
estimates with having a short enough visualization run-time to hold visitor interest.
The Exhibit Design Team
For this project, I served as the primary scientist, educator, content-writer,
programmer, graphic artist, evaluator and project manager. Since I am not an expert
in every one of these fields, many of the decisions and strategies for this project were
based in theory learned from literature, and advice and assistance provided by other
members of the design team who are experts in their respective fields. Dr. James
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Lerczak, an Associate Professor in Physical Oceanography at OSU, contributed to the
project as an expert scientist. Nancee Hunter, an Assistant Director/Program Leader of
Marine Education Program Support at the HMSC VC, Dr. Kerry Carlin-Morgan, the
Director of Public Programs at the Oregon Coast Aquarium, and Dr. Shawn Rowe, an
Assistant Professor in the Science and Math Education Department at OSU and
Oregon Sea Grant Marine Education Specialist, provided expertise in education and
communicating with informal audiences. Dr. Rowe also contributed expertise in
evaluation research methods and qualitative analysis. Jedediah Smith devoted his
expertise in programming and kiosk development to the project. Finally, a number of
graphic artists, including Mark Farley, a contractor with Oregon Sea Grant, assisted
with the development of the exhibit graphics.
Designing for Exhibit Learning Outcomes
Initial Exhibit Concept Brainstorm
I approached this project from the perspective of a scientist. I felt that sharing
my enthusiasm for and knowledge of science, specifically estuary circulation and
numerical modeling, could be useful for encouraging young students to pursue
scientific careers or for adults to take an interest in ocean stewardship - aligning with
the broader goals of ocean literacy and science learning (POC, 2003; USCOP, 2004).
I also wanted to learn the skill of communicating science to general audiences. This
skill could be useful to me as a scientist for future outreach projects, teaching, or even
continuing to communicate more effectively amongst scientific groups.
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With this as the motivation for undertaking an exhibit development project, my
primary goals were to design an exhibit that could effectively communicate the
concepts of estuary circulation (what it is, what affects it, and why it is important) and
numerical modeling (what it is, how it is used in science, and why it is important). I
had seen a visualization, created from numerical model results (Banas & Hickey,
2005), of drifters moving in the Willapa Bay estuary
(http://coast.ocean.washington.edu/willapa/tidemodel.html), another West Coast
estuary. I was intrigued by the simplicity of this visualization, developed by Neil
Banas, an Oceanographer from the University of Washington, compared with many of
the graphics and visualizations often produced to communicate scientific model results
within the scientific community. I decided to use this concept to develop a computerbased interactive exhibit in order to communicate about estuary circulation and
numerical modeling.
An initial project brainstorming meeting was held at the HMSC VC on April
12, 2010. OSU Physical Oceanography and Science and Math Education faculty were
present as well as HMSC educators and exhibit designers. The purpose of the meeting
was to determine the viability of the project, to focus the learning outcomes, and to
brainstorm ideas for the exhibit concept.
I presented sketches of a concept for the exhibit based on the Willapa Bay
visualization and my modeling research in the Yaquina Bay. This initial concept was
based on multiple short activities that a visitor could select from a home menu screen.
One of these activities was based on selecting habitat for oyster larvae, another was
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about comparing the estuary circulation in different seasons, and another was an
animation about the numerical model. The ideas for these multiple menu options were
not developed fully, but they were to be based on learning in depth about modeling
and estuary circulation.
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Figure 8. Sketches of the initial interactive exhibit concept. Storyboard
images 4 and 5 of 11 are examples of how exhibit components were roughly sketched
out in order to communicate between design team members
Narrowing Down the Exhibit Scope
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It was agreed that the exhibit was viable and fit the needs and interests of
HMSC. After reviewing the results of this brainstorm, it was determined that with the
author being the only primary developer and having an extremely limited time frame
and budget, that it would be best to select one of the short games rather than to have an
entire menu of activities, and to work towards a prototype of a simplified version of
that exhibit for testing and evaluation as a final research goal.
The oyster-themed activity was selected because oysters were presumed to be
an effective exhibit attractor and also because it was more interactive than the
numerical modeling animation and further developed than the activity about seasonal
differences in estuary circulation. Specifically, Olympia Oysters were chosen to be a
theme because they are one of few species that likely spend their entire lifecycle
within the estuary, and thus directly impacted by estuary currents, and because
Olympia Oyster restoration is a current focus for local research.
Selecting the theme of Olympia Oyster restoration required including
background content in the exhibit about Olympia Oyster lifecycles (in order to discuss
the impact currents have on both larvae and adult oysters) as well as about Olympia
Oyster restoration. However, it helped to narrow the focus of the estuary currents and
numerical modeling content in the exhibit to this specific theme. The content on
estuary currents was limited to discussing how estuary currents affect Olympia
Oysters, and the numerical modeling content was similarly limited to discussing how a
numerical model of currents could aid Olympia Oyster restoration.
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Exhibit Learning Outcomes
Once the concept of the exhibit was narrowed down to a single activity about
identifying oyster habitat in the estuary, I also had to narrow down the content into a
focused set of learning outcomes that I would expect most visitors to take away from
the exhibit to serve as a measure of success during exhibit evaluation (Table 1).
Exhibit learning outcomes were written to condense the many exhibit content areas
into one or two larger educational goals. For instance, since Olympia Oyster
restoration is utilized as a theme to talk about estuary currents, these two topics are
combined into a single learning outcome. In order to make sure that broader learning
outcomes are supported by exhibit content, I also noted what specific educational
content in the exhibit would be necessary for the visitor to understand each learning
outcome. I also added a third layer of educational scaffolding to my learning
outcomes that includes more specific content that could be included in the exhibit.
This third layer of detail would not all be necessary to explore in order for a visitor to
understand the main objectives of the exhibit.
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Table 1. The learning outcomes used to develop and evaluate the exhibit.
Each of the two learning outcomes also has associated exhibit content that would be
important background in order for visitors to understand the learning outcome (left).
Associated with each of these sections of background content is an additional layer of
educational scaffolding (right) that may be useful to increase a visitor’s depth of
understanding, but would not be necessary in order to understand the main learning
outcomes of the exhibit.

The Initial Signage Prototypes
A draft of exhibit content was written prior to the front-end evaluation and
developed into initial signage prototypes (Figure 9) by a graphic art student to be used
as a proof of concept and group brainstorming medium. The intention was to test a
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number of ideas for content and design and to elicit feedback from expert scientists
and educators in order to inform future development of the exhibit. The graphic artist
was encouraged to be creative in panel design and layout for this stage of exhibit
development. This method of testing exhibit signage through prototyping is described
further in the Initial Panel Prototype Testing section of Chapter 3.

Figure 9. Exhibit content was originally drafted and tested using these initial
panel prototypes.
Developing a Goal-Based Scenario Framework
A comprehensive definition for a goal-based scenario is: “[Goal-based
scenarios are] problems in the domain of the student’s interest that present definable
goals and encourage learning in service of achieving those goals” (Schank et al.,
1994). In a goal-based scenario exhibit framework, the visitor is not presented with a
large amount of background information or content upfront. Instead, the visitor is
welcomed into the activity by a specific mission and then is assisted through the
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completion of a number of tasks to help them to make discoveries or form
explanations that aid in completing the mission. The mission is made directly explicit
to the user, through a cover story that outlines the mission tasks and focus (Schank et
al., 1994). The mission focus, meaning the tasks the user completes to get through the
mission, could include design, explanation, discovery, or control (Schank et al., 1994).
Since a goal-based scenario can be designed to focus on explanation and
discovery, it is an effective strategy for communicating science concepts through
inquiry in a free-choice learning setting. A goal-based scenario is also an effective
way to focus a complex exhibit topic onto a single theme and to organize an inquirybased exhibit. I also selected a goal-based scenario framework for this exhibit based
on the results of a study by Zumbach and Reimann (1999), which found little decrease
in student motivation with a goal-based scenario as compared with other computer
communication approaches. This is important in a free-choice learning setting, since
personal motivation is the primary factor that will keep a visitor engaged with an
exhibit.
Adapting the exhibit learning outcomes into a goal-based scenario required a
shift in the organization and content of the exhibit signage, shown in Figure 10. One
panel became entirely dedicated to communicating the mission and outlining the cover
story. This included some content from the learning outcomes, but only what was
necessary in order to make the cover story clear and to motivate the visitor to reach the
mission goal. The second panel was designed to introduce the inquiry activity of the
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exhibit, to provide further background scaffolding for understanding the activity, and
to point out explicitly how to use the computer interface to complete the mission.
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Figure 10. The format of the two vertical static panels for the exhibit
prototype.
The text for the table-top exhibit panel (Figure 11) includes background
information relevant to the visitor’s mission rather than guidance for the visitor to
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participate in the mission. Following the curvature of the exhibit table is a description
of an oyster lifecycle in order to provide scaffolding information for one of the central
ideas of the exhibit—that oysters go through a larval stage during which they are
transported by estuary currents. As a way to indirectly emphasize the interdisciplinary
aspect of the first learning outcome as well as to include interpretation about scientific
modeling in the static components of the exhibit, a ‘lifecycle’ of a numerical model
was written in parallel positions to the stages of the oyster lifecycle. Both lifecycles
include references to estuary currents and the exhibit mission.
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Figure 11. The layout of the table-top panel content. The content about
oysters and scientific modeling are distinguished by font color as well as location on
the panel, but there is also some symmetry between the two ‘lifecycles’.
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In this design, the primary learning outcomes are discussed in the signage as an
integral part to the cover story and mission statement. The specific topical content is
treated as scaffolding to aid the visitor in understanding the learning outcomes and the
inquiry activity rather than being the focal point of the exhibit. Further content is
presented to the visitor via the computer in the form of textual feedback or frequently
asked question menu items, if the visitor chooses to look deeper for more information.
The Interactive Design Process
Selecting a Computer-Based Exhibit Format
The selection of a computer-based exhibit format was explicitly discussed.
The final decision to use a computer was based on a number of criteria:
•

An exhibit goal was to communicate complex numerical model results,
and a relatively simple foundation for a visualization to accomplish this
in an interactive way was already available and partially developed.

•

Using a computer format that was transferable to the use on the internet
was expected to allow the final exhibit to be dispersed more easily to a
wider audience, such as at other museums, in classrooms, or over a
webpage.

•

I accounted for the increasing amount of evidence that computer
exhibits encourage less social interaction among visitor groups than
other exhibit formats by including static panels in the exhibit layout.

•

I had a commitment from a technical development team member with
prior experience setting up kiosks for an equally free-choice dominated
setting.

•

Volunteers on the exhibit floor would be available to restart the exhibit
if necessary, or contact me in the case of problems, and I was in close
proximity to the HMSC VC if a response was needed to address exhibit
issues.

"Setting-Proofing" the Computer Interface
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The Oregon Salmon Commission through the CROOS project loaned the
computer hardware for this exhibit. The computer is a mac-mini, which is a compact,
low-power, and low heat generation device. The monitor is a 15-inch elo touch-screen
monitor with native 1024 x 768 resolution. This elo monitor comes pre-calibrated for
touch sensitivity and uses acoustic pulse recognition to record touch. Using a touchscreen monitor enabled me to forego the use of a mouse with the exhibit, which would
have required additional table space, and have a tendency to fail frequently in freechoice environments. However, this particular monitor did not come mounted, so a
means for holding it upright (or at a slight angle, designed for usability and visibility)
was required (shown in Figure 12).
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Front View:

Back View:
(Open)

(Closed)

Exhibit Power
Figure 12. The exhibit computer hardware and housing case. The top image
shows the exhibit monitor and housing as viewed from the front, designed for visitor
interactions. Below is an image of the computer hardware as stored in the exhibit box
(left) and the back of the exhibit box when it is locked shut (right). All of the exhibit
hardware, including a Mac-Mini computer, the elo monitor, power strips, and cords is
secured within the box for transportability. A power cable and audio cable (not
shown), extend from the back and bottom of the box.
In order to hold the monitor, as well as to house the computer, a box was
designed and built specifically for the exhibit (Figure 12). This box was designed to
meet a variety of exhibit needs, by:
•

holding the monitor at an upright angle for ease of use and visibility;
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•

housing the computer in order to reduce risk of damage (e.g. water
damage) or tampering;

•

isolating the box air intake, thus using the mac mini fan for cooling,
and providing ventilation gaps to increase air flow;

•

containing all of the wires and electronics for the exhibit;

•

providing access to the computer for troubleshooting, while reducing
access for visitors (via a back door with a lock);

•

not blocking the view to the exhibit’s wall panels;

•

and by fitting on the desk space provided.

Similar steps to those undertaken to protect the hardware were taken to set up
the computer interface into a kiosk mode in order to reduce tampering and meet other
requirements demanded by the physical exhibit setting. For the first prototype that
was released, measures taken in order to meet HMSC VC needs and to maximize
exhibit “up-time” included:
•

setting the computer to automatically shut down at the end of each day
and to start up again every morning so that VC staff does not have to
manage the exhibit;

•

setting the computer to auto-log in at start up;

•

turning off the computer screensaver, and adjusting the power settings
to prevent the computer from sleeping;

•

running the activity program in full screen mode and removing visitor
access to the operating system and other computer applications, so that
only the activity program is accessible via the touchscreen;

•

setting the computer to automatically run the activity program at startup;

•

increasing the mac mini fan speed when the exhibit box gets warm to
prevent overheating;

•

calibrating the monitor color settings to increase the brightness and
contrast on the exhibit graphics; and
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•

utilizing cron when the computer is on to check every sixty seconds
that the activity program is running and in focus (responding to the
touchscreen).

Although many of these measures were a product of foresight, some were also
taken in response to testing the computer components of the exhibit by leaving them
on the HMSC VC floor to be used by visitors and observing any technical issues that
arose. These measures consisted of setting-proofing the exhibit hardware and securing
the exhibit computer’s operating system by configuring the computer into a kiosk
mode. This process was separate from the exhibit interface design and kiosk mode
settings that were developed within the program development application (which are
described in the following section).
Menu and Interface Design
An example I patterned some of the exhibit interface components after was
The Oregon Trail, a computer game developed in the early 1970’s to teach school
children about pioneer life. This game, although relatively simple and low-tech
compared with most modern computer games, is still popular (new versions have been
created and released for cell phones and Facebook) and considered to be a highly
successful example of computer-based educational gaming. Some of the notable
features I observed while playing a version of the original game (some newer versions
have made a significant number of alterations to the original concept) for research are
listed below.
•

The end goal is very simple and is made clear in the beginning of the
game.
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•

The user can select among characters to be in the game scenario.

•

The tools and skills that the user will need to be successful at the game
are made clear in the beginning.

•

Contextual feedback is provided throughout the game, and the user is
deliberately asked to make decisions in response, which makes the
user’s tasks very clear.

•

Advice and additional historical information is available throughout the
game, but made optional to the user.

•

There is a main graphical screen of a traveling wagon which the game
returns to after other menus or scenes open, making it easy to
distinguish between forward progress in the game and educational or
entertaining detours made from reaching the end goal.

•

The game can take varying amounts of time, but takes much too long to
be appropriate for a museum or science center setting.

•

It was fun to play.

The first step in designing an exhibit interface was sketching out a rough
mock-up of the computer screen elements (shown in Figure 13). This was to
troubleshoot the interface and to communicate the design plan to the exhibit team
before beginning the effort of programming, in order to prevent spending time on
unnecessary development if feedback led to significant alterations in design. This
mock-up procedure was repeated in order to elicit feedback from educators and
graphic design experts at multiple stages of the design process.
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Figure 13. Computer interface mock-up. This mock-up of the interactive
elements of the exhibit was used to troubleshoot the interface with the design team
members before investing in any programming or finalized graphics.
Once the design team settled on a majority of the elements for the background,
a mock-up was sent to the graphic artist in order to select a final color scheme and
visually intuitive orientation of the static scaffolding and active interface components.
The final home screen (Figure 14) was designed based on feedback and testing
on iterative drafts of the game home screen (described in the Interactive Computer
Interface Testing sections of Chapters 3 and 4), as well as on the color scheme and
layout selected by the graphic artist.
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Figure 14. The exhibit prototype home screen interface. This interface was
designed from the original mock-up based on feedback from design team members
and testing procdures described in the methods sections.
This interface contains a number of static background elements, such as:
•

political geographic location markers (which use asterisks instead of
dots so as to visually distinguish them from the moving dots in the
game, which represent oyster larvae);

•

the Yaquina Bay estuary as the central part of the image and interface;

•

blue-scale shading to represent bathymetry (depth) layers in the
estuary;

•

topographic shading for the land background in order to utilize a
familiar technique used on maps as an indicator of what the similar
blue-scale shading in the estuary represents;

•

a legend to interpret that the blue-scale shading in the estuary
represents depth;

•

a dashed line across the end of the jetties to indicate the end of the
active domain;
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•

a title bar, and information bar (with space for interpretive text) that
frame the active screen;

•

an icon in the bottom left corner to serve as a graphical clue as to what
the activity is about; and

•

an orange circle, which highlights the counters.

The screen also contains a number of active elements that respond to userinput in a variety of ways. These components include:
•

labels for the number of tidal cycles and the percentage of larvae offshore after so many tidal cycles, set apart in a corner of the screen;

•

a scoring menu button to open a pop-up screen to decipher the score;

•

an information menu button to open a pop-up screen with more
information about exhibit content;

•

stars, all or some of which will flash and stay lit to represent the score
each time the visualization is run; and

•

interpretive text to help provide content and instructional information to
the visitor during the activity.

There were also some stylistic adaptations to increase legibility and ease of
use, such as adding shadows to the text that is over the topography. The buttons were
created using a three-dimensional graphical style, while everything else on the screen
used flat coloring in order that they stand out. Any graphics that did not contribute to
interpretation or usability were excluded from the layout.
Interface Development Software
I developed the computer interface in an open-source programming language
and environment specialized for interactive graphical animation called Processing
(www.processing.org). This programming language was selected for a number of
reasons, including:
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•

it includes the math, logic, graphing, video, and sound capabilities
required for professional production of the type of exhibit being
developed;

•

it is a straightforward C-derivate language to learn and use, similar to
Matlab in many respects;

•

projects can be readily run on-line or as stand-alone applications in
windows, mac, or linux operating systems; and because

•

the original Wilappa Bay simulation was also run in Processing,
indicating some industry precedent—this also meant that I could work
from the same logical framework already set up in the code and give
this project a head start.

How the Interface Works
When the activity program first starts up, or the touch-screen has been inactive
for thirty-seconds or more, it automatically refreshes to the home screen (Figure 14).
Textual references on the signage and this home screen instruct the visitor to “select a
location in the estuary” in order to begin the activity. As long as the menus are closed,
if a visitor selects anywhere in the blue area that is inside of the red dashed line
between the jetties or surrounded by land, the visualization provides audio feedback
by making a splashing sound. Simultaneously, a white circle appears at the location
selected, and dots filling that circle disperse, representing oyster larvae moved by the
estuary currents. After each frame, when the larvae are transported to new locations
(either in the estuary or disappearing because they are washed out to sea) the
percentage of larvae washed out to sea will increase and every eighth frame and the
timer will count up one tidal cycle. This continues until either 100% of the larvae are
lost to sea, or ten tidal cycles (roughly five days) have passed. Then a number of
yellow stars flash, indicating what criteria were met by the location and more direct
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feedback about the location selected appears at the bottom of the screen (which is
described in the later section, Interpreting the Visualization). The visitor can continue
this pattern of use by selecting a new release location in the estuary to explore other
habitat locations and compare the transport patterns throughout the estuary.
Additional information is also available to the visitor through a scoring menu
and an information menu (Figure 15), the buttons for which are located on the home
screen (Figure 14). The menus and buttons with which the visitor can navigate in and
out of menus were intended to be intuitive such that the visitor remains focused on the
interpretive content contained in each menu layer. The design elements used to
accomplish this include:
•

using as few layers as possible for each menu (one layer for the
scoring, and three layers for informational content, which each allude
to exhibit themes and provide interpretation as well as instruction);

•

maintaining a consistent layout for each menu and menu layer,
including choosing a single location for navigation buttons and a
systematic design for locating text;

•

providing audio and visual feedback to the user when a button is
selecting by playing a sound clip creating and animation for either
opening or closing a new menu;

•

visually layering the menus when more than one is open so that the
visitor can see the outline of the previous menus behind the current
one;

•

using icons rather than text to explain the function of as many of the
buttons as possible; and

•

limiting the amount of instructional and interpretive text on each layer.
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Scoring

You will get a score to let you know how
close you are to completing your mission.
However, don’t be discouraged by your score!
As a Marine Resource Manager, it is your job to balance all of
the variables
vari
and explore all of the possible outcomes.

Information

Here are some tools to help you with
your mission to restore Olympia
Oysters in the Yaquina Bay Estuary.

What w
would you like to do?

For Sustainability you need a location where the
Fo
larvae don’t just get washed out to sea.

A Emily the Physical Oceanographer
Ask
As
about the estuary currents.

Oyster Larvae need to stay near good habitat, so
Oy
the currents can’t be too strong.

Ask Chris the Biologist about
Olympia Oysters.

For Growth there has to be enough current to bring
food and take away pollutants in the water.
Fo Health oysters like to live in water that is not
For
too fresh, but not too salty.

Ask
A
As
k Emily the Physical Oceanographer
about the scientific model.

For Survival it can’t be so shallow that the oysters
Fo
are exposed to the air when the tide is out.

Close

Close

What do oysters
eat?

How does salinity
affect oysters?

How does creating
habitat help
oysters?

How does depth
affect oysters?

Hello!
o!! I am h
here
eree to
er
to tell
tel
ell
ll you
yo
ou more
more
mo
re
aboutt Ol
Olym
pia
i Oysters.
Oysters
O
ysters
Olympia
Please let me know which
question you would like to ask
by pressing it.

Close

Back

How does depth affect oysters?

How do oyster
larvae move?

Where it is deeper, being covered
by water insulates the oysters
from extreme air temperatures in
the winter and summer.

Close

Back

Figure 15. The exhibit prototype computer menu layers. There is a single
menu layer associated with the scoring button (top left), and three layers of menus
associated with the information button located on the main home screen. The first
information layer, which appears whenever the information button is selected (top
right), asks the visitor to select an exhibit topic. The second layer (see example on the
bottom left), prompts the visitor to select a question relating to that topic. The third
layer (see example on the bottom right) answers the question using an image and a
limited amount of text.
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In order to clarify that the central focus of the activity is the estuary, these
scoring and information menus which provide interpretation for the visitor were
designed to pop up over the home screen, pausing the visualization but not blocking
all of it visually so that it is easy for the visitor to understand how to navigate back
(Figure 16). To encourage the visitor to focus on exploring the visualization as the
focus of the inquiry activity, the interface was developed to never fully navigate away
from the home screen.

Figure 16. Example of how the exhibit menus are displayed. While a menu is
open, the visualization pauses, but is still partially visible behind the menu pages.
The Content Translation Process
Drafting and Editing Exhibit Text
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For this exhibit, I played the role of a non-expert content writer with the
exhibit content that had to do with oysters. I spoke with oyster biologists, read
overview papers, and used this information to draft image captions, an explanation of
the Olympia Oyster lifecycle, and a narrative about the history of this native species.
Developing these interpretive elements for the prototype was an iterative process
whereby the amount of detail was selectively decreased over time to focus on only
what was expected to be the most crucial and interesting parts of the story for the
visitor in the context of this exhibit. Expert biologists remained involved to provide
feedback on the accuracy and completeness of this narrative.
The background for writing content about estuary currents and modeling came
from my own research. The process of writing the physics-based content was
similarly iterative, but involved me developing multiple drafts while non-experts in
the subject area provided feedback on what appeared to be the most crucial and
interesting parts.
The primary strategy for writing content-related text was to use leading
questions that the visitor might ask and to either provide direct answers, or to guide
the visitor toward the inquiry activity so that he or she might explore the exhibit
further and discover the answers. This strategy was also applied in a regimented way
to the informational menus available on the computer interface. The visitor can select
a topic among estuary currents, Olympia Oysters, and scientific modeling, and then a
specific question (out of five possible options) about that topic (as shown by example
in Figure 15). Each question is answered in a brief textual explanation (space is
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predetermined by the menu and font sizes) that is paired with an informational graphic
(e.g. Figure 15, bottom right). A number of questions and text were written for the
exhibit prototype, but formative evaluation was used to investigate visitors’ interests
in the exhibit and to discover if there are any visitor-generated questions that may be
more effective to include with responses.
Developing Exhibit Graphics
I began this step by following the process outlined in Appendix A for selecting
and creating useful graphics and images, which I learned through the experience of
working with multiple graphic artists during exhibit development.
•

Think of the audience that you want to draw to the exhibit; if you want
to attract younger kids, for example, use brighter colors and simpler
graphics. Although the exhibit content is fairly challenging, and was
not necessarily designed for a young audience alone, it was designed to
be appealing to all age ranges within a family group, so I tried to focus
on bright colors. I also wanted the exhibit design to stay simple so that
the content would be the primary focus.

•

Compile images that visually appeal to you or seem to match what you
are looking for. The internet can be a great resource for finding a
huge number of images and ideas. The types of ideas that came up
during this step were having a bright and simple appearance, but with
some shadowing and minor graphic affects, similar to a video game
like Mario Brothers. Images from The Magic School Bus book and
television series were another cartoon like style that seemed fitting for
an educational exhibit.

•

Also, compile the images and figures that you already have that you
believe are going to be included in the exhibit. For this exhibit, these
included a number of diagrams about estuary circulation from
introductory oceanography textbooks, and plots of the numerical model
domain and results. It also required collecting a number of photos from
outside sources, including photos of adult Olympia Oyster shells,
donated to me by the Oregon Oyster Farms, Inc.
(www.oregonoyster.com), historical photos of West Coast oyster
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harvests, contributed by the Pacific County Historical Society and
Museum, South Bend Washington (www.pacificcohistory.org), and
photos of oysters at various stages in the lifecycle, shared with me by
Ryan Steenson, Scott Groth, and Laura G. Peteiro.
•

Select a color palette to work from. This choice can be guided by the
images you compile during step 2; it could also take into account the
setting where the exhibit will be going. This exhibit was ultimately
adapted to the color palette provided by Oregon Sea Grant for exhibits
at the HMSC VC (Appendix Table 2). This helped so that the exhibit
matched the setting, and limited the number of decisions that had to be
made for exhibit design.

•

Select a font style. The exhibit also used the standard typography
suggested by Oregon Sea Grant for HMSC VC exhibits (see Appendix
Table 1).

These steps helped guide the next stage in the process - piecing everything
together to develop the panels and labels for the exhibit. However, they were not the
final steps in developing graphics. Some photos were used for the signage with
minimal alterations, such as cropping. Other photos and figures were modified using
photo editing software, and pieced together using graphical design software in order to
create a scene or an informational diagram (for example see the graphic in the bottom
right menu in Figure 15). This technique was used in order to take full advantage of
the available images in order to communicate a variety of specific concepts. This
way, the photographs provided by different sources could be combined with
interpretive visual components and text to match the style of the exhibit and to focus
on the exhibit message.
Although I am not an expert graphic artist, this cut-and-paste method made it
easy for me to design new scenes and diagrams that aided my communication goals
rather than relying on text for all of the interpretation. When I needed a new graphic
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element that I did not have from the photos or diagrams I had already compiled, I also
used Clker (www.clker.com) as a resource, which is an on-line repository of opensource graphics.
Creating the Circulation and Transport Visualization
The task of converting the results from a three-dimensional scientific model
that includes multiple parameters, such as salinity, currents, and water depth into a
two-dimensional biological simulation, and then an interactive visualization, was not
trivial. There was a technical challenge of interfacing between multiple programming
languages that utilized different input and output formats. It also required learning
each programming language and developing code to present the visualization.
However, a greater challenge, in that there were fewer resources available for
guidance, was developing a visualization that communicated meaningful science
content that was as accurate as possible while also being readily interpretable by a
public audience. There were a number of simplifications made to develop the twodimensional biological simulation model from the results of the three-dimensional
numerical model of the currents, which resulted in losses in accuracy as well as detail
(see The Biological Model section). Developing an interactive visualization from the
biological model simulation required further adaptations, resulting in even greater
losses in accuracy and detail in the communicated message. It was a challenge to
balance the restraints of communicating effectively to an audience of non-scientists in
a free-choice learning setting with the need to retain as much scientific accuracy as
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possible as well as to balance the integrity of the physical and biological information
being conveyed.
Visualization Software and Compatibility
The model results output in a format called netCDF, which were read into
Matlab in order to reformat the results for use in Processing. Using Matlab as an
intermediate platform, I transferred information from the model results into Processing
by creating a look-up table and outputting it as a text file. This process involved:
•

running a particle tracking biological model simulation to calculate
intermediate and end locations of drifters released from each estuary
pixel over a tidal cycle;

•

selecting a subset of the points in time along the tidal cycle to plot in
the exhibit visualization;

•

writing all of the location codes into the look-up table (described in
detail in the following section, How the Visualization Works);

•

writing columns of salinity data, dry locations, and depth for scoring
and feedback purposes; and

•

saving the final look-up table as a text file to be read in Processing.

The final text file generated from this process was read into the visualization
program. The rest of the calculations, user interfacing, graphics and animations were
generated within Processing and exported as a Linux App for use in the exhibit.
How the Visualization Works
The primary tool used to communicate model results of Yaquina Bay transport
and circulation results from the numerical model is a computer visualization of oyster
larvae transport through the estuary. The visualization works by reading a look-up
table text file that includes information about where larvae will travel to over time
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during a tidal cycle. The look-up table was generated in Matlab from a depthaveraged two-dimensional particle tracking code used as a biological model of
Olympia Oyster larvae transport. The particle tracking code calculates where larvae
will be every 18 seconds based on the modeled currents. In the exhibit only a subset
of those locations were included in order to reduce the visualization movie length and
the amount of processing power that the exhibit required. The visualization runs for
eight 25-millisecond “movie” frames each tidal cycle for ten tidal cycles, or roughly
five days. Therefore, the resolution of larval motion is hours rather than seconds.
In order to plot the larvae locations, the screen was divided into a grid of
pixels. Each pixel has an x and y location as well as a unique integer identifier. When
a visitor selects a location that is inside of the estuary (the active domain), that
location is found in the look-up table, and subsequent locations in which to plot that
dot for each movie frame are determined by the identifiers along the row that includes
the start location. At the end of the row, which is also the end of a tidal cycle, the last
identifier points to a final location to plot, as well as the new row where that particle
begins for the next tidal cycle. The motion of each particle is mapped continually
through this process unless it is lost to sea, at which point it is no longer drawn. An
example of the look-up table logic is demonstrated in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Exhibit look-up table logic. When a visitor selects a location in the
estuary, the program identifies a row number for each x-y pixel within a set radius of
the selected location. Some of those pixels may fall outside of the estuary, indicated
by a code of −99 in that look-up table row; every other pixel within that radius gets
plotted on the game screen to represent oyster larvae. Each movie frame, if the code
in the next column of an active row is positive, the pixel at the x-y location in that row
gets plotted until it reaches a code of −999, at which point the number of larvae lost to
sea increments and that row is no longer active. The end of each row is the end of a
tidal cycle, and the last positive code in each row points to the next active row number
and the cycle repeats until all of the larvae are washed to sea or the maximum number
of tidal cycles has been displayed.
Converting Model Results into an Exhibit Visualization
In addition to selecting and writing text as well as choosing and editing
supporting images this exhibit required paring down results from a three-dimensional
model into a medium which would be readily understandable by a general audience.
The primary goal of this visualization was to demonstrate how estuary currents
transport particles in the water column, such as oyster larvae, as well as the ways in
which estuary currents impact Olympia Oyster restoration. This criteria (outlined by
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the exhibit learning outcomes in Table 1) determined the decisions made about the
visualization, such as selecting the parameters for the numerical model, what details
from the numerical model of estuary currents would be included in the biological
model, and what details from this simulation would be included in the exhibit
visualization for educational purposes, as well as what details could be considered
extraneous.
For example, the background image for the estuary illustrates the spatial
variation of depth (bathymetry) throughout the estuary. However, it is a static
representation and does not indicate how sea level changes over time, nor what areas
are intertidal and when they are dry. This decision was made to conserve
programming resources and to reduce the number of variables in the visualization. A
consequence of depth variation in the estuary is that the domain includes a number of
locations that are either dry (mud flats) during the entire visualization or are dry at low
tide, but there is no visual indication of this except for when the oyster larvae remain
static in a given location. Rather than remove dry points from the domain, I chose to
leave the visualization in this state, hoping ‘stuck’ larvae may serve as a conversation
point for visitors.
Decisions such as this throughout the entire process meant that the information
being displayed would be incomplete, less accurate, or inaccurate. I was careful and
deliberate while developing the visualization to balance the science and information
that was being presented, the learning outcomes and focus of the exhibit, and the
resources (including time) that were available for exhibit development.
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A secondary goal of the visualization was to demonstrate how scientific
models could be used to study how water moves in an estuary. The learning outcome
related to this goal required less attentiveness to the decisions surrounding the
visualization itself than to the textual interpretation of the activity.
Interpreting the Visualization
In addition to the information contained in the look-up table that affect the
appearance of the visualization and the type of information that it does and does not
visually convey, I added three columns of information to the look-up table to aid
interpretation of the visualization through scoring and feedback text. For each pixel
which is within the estuary domain: one column contains a 1 or a 0 to indicate whether
or not that location is dry during an entire tidal cycle (note: some places remain dry
that may not if a full spring-neap tide was used because the sinusoidal tide estimate
underestimates some of the tidal peaks), one column contains a value that represents
the salinity (depth-averaged and time-averaged over a tidal cycle, from the numerical
model results), and a third column contains the depth relative to MSL at that location.
When a visitor selects a location in the estuary, the information from those last
three look-up table columns is used to determine what text feedback will pop up, and
the visitor gets immediate feedback about the location, such as:
•

The first time a new visitor selects a location after a timeout, the text
reads: “The dots represent oyster larvae spawned from your location”

•

If the location is very shallow, the text reads: “If it is too shallow, there
is not enough current for survival”
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•

If the location is too deep, the text reads: “Currents in deep river
channels are too fast for larvae retention”

•

If the water in the location is too fresh, the text reads: “Far up the
estuary, the water is too fresh for Olympia Oysters”

•

If the water in the location is too salty, the text reads: “Far down the
estuary, the water is too salty for Olympia Oysters”

•

Otherwise, the text reads: “Where do your oyster larvae go due to the
estuary currents?”

After the visualization has run all of the way through, the visitor’s location is
scored based on some of the same criteria, as well as by the end location of the larvae
and what percentage was lost to sea. Up to five stars will flash gold at the bottom of
the screen and remain lit up until a new location is selected or the game resets.

The

orientation of the scoring stars is duplicated on the graphic for the scoring button,
which leads to a menu screen that explains the purpose of each star in terms of
Olympia Oyster biology and estuary currents. In this menu, each star is associated
with one of the messages listed below:
•

“For sustainability, you need a location where larvae don’t just get
washed out to sea.”

•

“Oyster larvae need to stay near good habitat, so the currents can’t be
too strong.”

•

“For growth there has to be enough current to bring food and take away
pollutants in the water.”

•

“For health oysters like to live in water that is not too fresh, but not too
salty.”

•

“For survival it can’t be so shallow that the oysters are exposed to the
air when the tide is out.”

This feedback method is intended to help motivate the visitor, assist them in
determining how well they have accomplished the mission, and to provide a redundant
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message about the goal of the exhibit. However, it is not an immediate or direct
feedback method because the visitor then has to open the scoring menu to learn what
criteria each star is awarded for.
These feedback texts, though limited in length due to tight space constraints,
are intended to provide scaffolding to guide the visitor toward accomplishing the
mission as well as providing information about estuary currents and how they affect
oysters. The numerical model used simplified inputs in order to produce a periodic
result, information was lost in the translation between the numerical model results and
the visualization, and oyster larvae are extremely difficult to study when they are in
the water column; none of the information in the visualization is entirely accurate or
precise, so the scoring and feedback messages, and the criteria used to select which
messages appear at different times in the visualization, are also very broad.
For example, the sustainability criterion to determine whether or not a given
location is awarded the first star is that fewer than 50% of the oyster larvae get washed
out to sea. In reality, there is no way to determine what percentage of oyster larvae get
lost to sea during a swarm, and given that 250,000-300,000 larvae are released from
each brood during a swarm, this type of measurement is not likely to be a significant
factor for restoration efforts. I merely use this criterion in the game to emphasize the
significance of estuary currents.
Similarly, I used depth-averaged and tidally averaged salinity values to
develop the salinity column in the look-up table. This simplification, similar to using
depth-averaged currents for the biological model, resulted in a loss of detail and
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accuracy in the salinity information conveyed in the look-up table. It has been
estimated that Olympia Oysters prefer salinity ranges from about 16 PSU to 25 PSU
for their habitats (Fasten, 1931), and can survive in salinities ranging from about 14
PSU to 32 PSU (Dimick, Egland, & Long, 1941). For the visualization, in order for a
location to receive a star for the health, or salinity, requirement, the look-up table
salinity value had to fall between 20 PSU and 26 PSU. This range was chosen to align
with the biological estimates about oysters, but also to slightly increase the range of
locations that receive a star for this criterion in order to err on the side of giving the
visitor positive feedback.
After creating the scoring criteria, it was interesting to note that some of the
areas identified by biologists as locations that have been most successful for Olympia
Oyster restoration also scored 5 stars in the visualization.
CHAPTER 3: EXHIBIT EVALUATION AND TESTING METHODS
Exhibit Evaluation Overview
There were multiple steps involved in the evaluation and testing of this exhibit.
These are outlined in Table 2 and discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
The evaluation process was broken into two main stages: front-end and formative,
each of which consisted of multiple components and evaluation tools. Many of the
methods used for evaluation, including the survey writing and interview structure are
patterned from suggestions or examples in Diamond’s Practical Evaluation Guide
(2009). Three categories of testing—testing signage content, computer durability, and
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the interactive interface—were also used to inform the exhibit design process. Testing
was primarily used to identify issues with various exhibit design elements as they were
produced before integrating them into the exhibit prototype. This was conducted in a
less structured way than evaluation, and did not require careful selection of
participants or Institutional Review Board approval since it was used to study the
exhibit itself and not the exhibit’s impact. Much of the process of testing and
evaluating the exhibit at different development stages was iterative, with each step
informing the next, rather than being a linear progression with time.
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Table 2. Summary of exhibit evaluation and testing methods. The table below
outlines the stages of exhibit evaluation and testing, the number of visitor groups or
design team members involved at each stage, a synopsis of the procedure for each
method, and the rationale for including each component.
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Every stage of evaluation was anonymous. The only identifying questions that
were asked at any time were demographic questions asked during the front-end
surveys, and if any child who wished to participate was between the ages of 8-18.
Software Used to Collect and Code Data
To collect survey data, I used an open-source survey software called
LimeSurvey (http://www.limesurvey.org/). LimeSurvey has a number of default page
layouts and templates for question types that made formatting the survey a
straightforward process. It also imports and exports text, CSV, PDF, SPSS, R,
queXML, and MS Excel formats, so I could select what software to use for analysis of
the survey results.
I hosted the survey on a password protected page from my personal website so
that multiple users could take the survey at one time and write to the same database.
This saved a lot of time when collecting surveys, and eliminated the task of data-entry
for survey results required after collecting pen-and-paper surveys.
Survey results collected using LimeSurvey were exported to MS Excel for
archiving, and analysis was done in Matlab.
Interview data was collected using an audio recording device (with the verbal
consent or assent of the interviewee). This data was then transcribed and coded using
a content-generation tool originally generated for writers called Scrivener
(http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php). This is a non-traditional
transcription software, but it allowed me to add codes as keywords, to track the status
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of my coding for each interview, and to organize and view interview responses by
interview, question, keyword, or code and to link audio files to each transcription.
Front-End Evaluation
In order to assess what background information may be necessary to include
for a majority of the users to understand the learning outcomes from the exhibit, a
front-end evaluation study was conducted. All visitors who walked in the door at the
HMSC VC and were age 8 or older were invited to take part in an electronically
delivered anonymous survey (Appendix Figure 1). I collected 124 surveys in order to
collect a large enough sample-size to be representative of HMSC VC visitors. At
random, roughly every 10th visitor to take the survey was also invited to participate in
an anonymous semi-structured interview (Appendix Table 3) to determine the
background knowledge, interests, attitudes and misconceptions that potential users
have about the topics of the exhibit. For data collection, I set up a table with two
computers in the main entryway at the HMSC VC as pictured in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Front-end evaluation data collection set-up. During front-end
evaluation I set up a table with 2-3 laptop computers open to the initial survey
introduction screen and enough chairs for two people per computer. Paper copies of
assent and consent forms were also available on the table for visitors to take home.
Pilot Front-End Evaluation
I did a one-day pilot test of the front-end surveys and collected 57 surveys and
6 interviews on Saturday, February 5, 2011 before beginning the front-end evaluation
used for analysis. The results of the pilot survey informed a new version of the frontend survey. Some questions were rewritten and some formatting was changed.
Although I otherwise disregard the pilot survey results, some of the responses from the
pilot interview are included in the final qualitative analysis. However, since the
format of interview questions was also adjusted, some information from the pilot
interviews was no longer relevant to my analysis.
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Front-End Survey
The survey includes some basic demographic questions (Appendix Figure 1.d)
that are standard for HMSC VC surveys and content-specific questions. Visitor
responses were evaluated by overall understanding of exhibit content as well as
overall understanding of each topic area (7 questions about estuary currents, 4
questions about scientific modeling, and 2 questions about oysters). While the 124
surveys were conducted on Saturday, April 9 and Saturday, April 30, 2011 I also noted
any observations that might inform the design of the exhibit. For example, I was
interested to note whether the computer format affected any visitor’s willingness or
ability to participate.
The content area of the front-end survey includes questions with a 1-10
ranking format and questions where the visitor can select more than one answer.
Every question also has an option for “I don’t know.” In order to evaluate visitor
knowledge using this survey format, I compare visitor responses to an answer key
developed from the responses of a panel of expert scientists to the same questions.
The answer key was developed by sending the computer survey to expert scientists in
physical and biological oceanography. The expert survey was identical to the visitor
survey except that the demographic questions were replaced with three yes/no
questions where the participant was asked to identify whether he or she “consider[s]
[him or her]-self to be an expert or to possess a significant amount of knowledge on
the topic of estuary currents/scientific modeling/oyster biology or habitat.”
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For each ranking survey question a visitor was given two points for answers
that fell within the range of expert responses, one point for answers that fell adjacent
to the range of expert responses (for example, if the expert answers range from 5-6
and a visitor’s response was 4 or 7), and no points for answers that fell outside of these
requirements, including “I don’t know” responses. Questions where there was a large
discrepancy between expert responses were excluded from analysis.
For each multiple answer choice question, a visitor was given two points for
matching all of the answers that are correct based on the expert panel responses, one
point for selecting one or more correct choices, but not all of them, and no points if
none of the choices that the visitor selected overlapped with any correct choices or if
the visitor selects “I don’t know.”
With this scoring method, a visitor could score 0-2 points for each content
question, receiving up to a maximum score of 38 points. Once all of the surveys were
scored, the results were reported by a number of different categories, such as topic,
age, observed group size, observed group dynamic, whether the group was entering or
leaving the HMSC VC, and by the time of day (morning or afternoon) that the survey
was taken. The demographic information that was collected was not included in
analysis, but would be applicable in a summative evaluation, which is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
The survey format, which primarily included questions where the visitor could
select an answer from a scale of 1-10 (or “I don’t know”), was not designed in order to
get an absolute sense of visitors’ knowledge. Due to the nature of the survey, and the
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range of acceptable answers for each question, survey results were treated as
qualitative data.
Front-End Interview
The semi-structured interview (Appendix Table 3) was used to get more
detailed and qualitative responses about visitors’ interests, attitudes, and
misconceptions as well as their background content knowledge. The semi-structured
format allowed the interviewer to pursue any new ideas or questions that were not
thought of ahead of time, while still addressing some specific research questions. The
primary purpose of the front-end interview was to better understand visitor comfort
with scientific language. In order to be respectful of visitors’ primary purpose for
coming to the HMSC VC, I kept the questions short, accepted brief answers rather
than using a clinical interview format, and limited each interview to less than 2
minutes.
During the interview, the visitor was asked about the general terms currents,
circulation, modeling, numerical modeling, and estuary. For each term, the visitor was
asked if they were familiar with the meaning of the word, and if he or she would use
the word as a part of their own vocabulary. If the visitor indicated that he or she was
familiar with the meaning of the word, the visitor was also asked to briefly explain the
meaning of the word, or what comes to mind when they hear the word. The
interviews were audio-recorded with permission from the interviewee and analyzed
for exhibit planning purposes.
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I collected 12 interviews during front-end evaluation, and 6 during the pilot
front-end evaluation. The analysis methods for all of the front-end interviews
involved coding transcriptions of visitor interviews based on the visitor’s
understanding of each vocabulary term. The codes, detailed in Appendix Table 4,
were written using a process of inter-rater reliability wherein a subset of interviews
were coded by two separate reviewers (myself included) and compared. If the two
lists of codes did not match with at least 85% accuracy, the codes were modified in
order to address any discrepancies and the reviewers coded a new subset of interviews
with the new codes until the inter-rater reliability goal of 85% was accomplished.
Then, I coded all of the interviews using the final codes determined by this process.
Formative Evaluation
Formative evaluation was conducted in order to assess the effectiveness of the
exhibit prototype at communicating the learning outcomes. This evaluation stage
included collection of observation and interview data. Visitors were observed
interacting with the exhibit; any visitor observed to interact with the exhibit for at least
15 seconds, and who was over 7 years of age, was also invited to take part in the
formative interview.
Formative evaluation was used to look for examples of the types of
interactions visitors had with the exhibit and the types of ideas they apparently came
away with. These data were compared with the expectations that the exhibit
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development team designed the exhibit for in order to determine which parts of the
exhibit prototype appeared to most effectively communicate the exhibit message.
Formative Observation
I observed 13 groups of visitors at the HMSC VC on Wednesday, August 3,
2011. I set up a table across from the exhibit with blank observation sheets (Appendix
Figure 2), a timer, note paper, an audio-recorder to collect interviews, and consent and
assent forms made available to visitors. I noted how many visitors walked past the
exhibit and how much time passed between visitors who stopped to interact with the
exhibit for at least 15 seconds. Whenever a visitor was observed to stand facing the
exhibit or touch the computer screen, I began the timer. If that visitor remained with
the exhibit for at least 15 seconds, I noted the time and stopped counting passers by
while I took observations and invited the group or individual to participate in an
interview. While observing a visitor interaction, I created a column on the observation
sheet labeled with a visitor code (such as MA for male adult) and wrote the codes to
label each interaction I observed in sequential order using the observation codes listed
in Appendix Table 5.
Formative Interview
I collected 9 formative interviews of visitor groups observed during the
formative observation process. The formative interview process followed a similar
semi-structured format as the front-end interview and the questions asked were
partially dependent on the interaction that was observed before the interview took
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place. Responses were audio-recorded, with the visitor’s permission, for note-taking
purposes.
The purpose of the formative interview (Appendix Table 6) was to study how
visitors responded to the exhibit prototype, and what they apparently took away and
thought about after interacting with the exhibit. This information was used to analyze
how many of the exhibit themes appeared to be coming across clearly and to identify
any challenges visitors had with the user interface. The interview also included some
duplicate questions that were asked in the initial interview in order to make a
qualitative comparison between the types of themes and knowledge that visitors
associate with the exhibit vocabulary before and after interacting with the exhibit.
Initial Panel Prototype Testing
Full-size prints of the initial prototype panels (Figure 9) were posted in the
hallways at the HMSC for two weeks, available primarily to educators and biologists,
outside of the bathrooms where they would be noticed. Subsequently, they were
posted in the oceanography building at OSU outside of a main presentation room
readily available to physical oceanographers and other researchers. I hung the panel
prototypes with a sign that encouraged passers by to write comments on the panels and
provide feedback for exhibit development (Appendix Figure 3). This sign also
indicated how long the posters would be available for comment in each location.
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This process was undertaken concurrently with collecting front-end evaluation;
the insight from these two processes helped to inform the further development of the
exhibit.
Computer Durability Testing
Testing the computer interface to make sure that it was capable of withstanding the
demands of a free-choice learning museum environment was also included in the
testing methods. Computer durability testing was broken up into four stages:
•

internal testing of the computer kiosk mode by the programmer and,
later in the process, by other members of the exhibit design team,

•

a two-hour test release of a late stage of the exhibit pre-prototype on the
HMSC VC exhibit floor,

•

internal testing of the computer kiosk mode and problems observed
during the test release before releasing the exhibit prototype, and

•

observations of computer durability made during formative evaluation
of the exhibit prototype on the HMSC VC exhibit floor.

Internal testing involved procedures such as:
•

rapidly tapping the exhibit touch-screen,

•

testing different combinations of selecting menu buttons and estuary
locations,

•

trying to open gnome panels at the top and bottom of the screen to
make sure they were not available,

•

observing exhibit shut-down and start-up times in the evenings and
mornings, and

•

using the exhibit after an automatic shut-down and start-up procedure
to make sure all of the settings remain unchanged by the process.

Testing the exhibit in the HMSC VC setting primarily involved plugging in the
computer and observing how it responded to use by visitors.
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Interactive Computer Interface Testing
This testing process informed most of the design for the computer interface.
Although the initial layout and some major decisions were based on advice from
experienced graphic designers, educators, and literature from the field, putting the
theory into practice for this specific application was primarily accomplished through
testing.
Testing the computer interface was an ongoing process that required setting out
explicit blocks of time for my own testing or making meetings with design team
members to gather feedback throughout exhibit development. There was no explicit
procedure for interface testing. My own testing involved trying every possible order
of buttons at different rates to make sure that the interface responded in the way it was
expected to. Other internal testing during development involved asking different
design team members to use the exhibit (being intentionally vague), and observing
whether they responded in the way that I would expect them (or a visitor) to based on
my design to and then to ask for feedback. Some examples of the types of interface
elements that were tested and the methods for testing them are outlined below.
•

I selected many different locations throughout the estuary and observed
whether the behavior of the larvae matched the behavior expected
(based on knowledge of the Yaquina Bay estuary and estuary
circulation).

•

I also selected locations on land, in the ocean, or bordering the estuary
to make sure there was no response.

•

Further testing of the visualization involved myself as well as other
team members comparing different frame rates of the visualization and
different numbers of frames per tidal cycle to determine a suitable
movie speed and total run time.
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•

Testing the buttons involved pressing them to open and close the
menus, pressing one button while the other menu was open, pushing
them quickly, or touching the estuary while a menu was open, etc. This
whole process was repeated each time a major change was made to the
interface, such as programming new menus, new buttons, or adding
sound effects.

•

Other team members were also involved in button testing by observing
whether they were able to quickly locate the buttons to open and close
each menu and getting feedback about their shape, color, and location.

•

Menu testing was similar to button testing. Every time a new menu
layer was programmed, or the menu button interface was altered, I went
through my personal testing method of trying every possible order of
operations on the touch screen to make sure everything worked
properly before involving other design team members to make sure that
it also worked intuitively.

•

Having other team members help with menu testing involved watching
if they were able to navigate the menus without my help, and collecting
feedback about how easy it was to do.

•

I also tested the user feedback components of the interface and
observed whether other design team members noticed the text feedback
along the bottom of the screen, the scoring stars, or the timer feedback
on the bottom right of the screen.

•

Finally, interface testing also involved getting feedback on the final
exhibit screens in case there were any parts of the static image that
were distracting or unclear, or any final modifications that anyone
could recommend to the interface.

The internal testing process was considered finished when most design team
members were able to easily interact with the exhibit in the way intended and the
overall feedback was that the interface was logical and functioning. When there were
no more major or obvious issues apparent to the design team (and computer durability
testing was also completed), the exhibit was released to the HMSC VC for formative
evaluation. Observations of visitor interactions with the exhibit were then assessed in
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order to identify any further interface concerns and to develop recommendations for
future adaptations to the prototype.
CHAPTER 4: EXHIBIT EVALUATION AND TESTING RESULTS
Pilot Front-End Survey
During the pilot initial survey and interview process, I collected 57 surveys and
6 interviews in one day at the HMSC VC. I learned a lot during this day that would
inform both my future exhibit design and evaluation design. Overall the method
appeared to be very effective for collecting data and the process went rather smoothly.
Some of the issues that I discovered I was able to adapt to on the spot; other
adjustments to the survey and interview questions were made between the pilot
evaluation and the front-end evaluation.
In addition to the data that was collected I made a number of observations
about the visitors that I interacted with at the HMSC VC especially noting their
behavior toward the computer survey. Some such observations that I made that I
found to be of interest included:
•

Three visitors complained about having trouble reading the computer
screens. Two commented that they did not have their reading glasses
with them. Increasing the font size on the internet browsers seemed to
alleviate this issue for future survey takers. However, this is an issue
worth considering when selecting font sizes for the exhibit signage and
computer screen.

•

Two other visitors were uncomfortable with the use of a mouse, but
were willing to participate in the survey. I read the questions to them
and controlled the mouse to select their answers.

•

A number of people preferred to take the survey in pairs (which I
offered), and may not have been willing to take the survey at all
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otherwise, so having this option increased the number of survey takers
that participated in one day.
•

Other survey takers preferred to have one member of the party take the
survey so another adult could either watch their kids, or so that
everyone else could continue to enjoy the exhibits during that time. It
was particularly useful to have scratch paper and pens available for
children to color so that adults who were members of family groups
were able to participate without distraction.

•

I had five youths (between the ages of 8 and 17) take the surveys and
one youth participate in the interview process.

•

Some pairs discussed the logic behind certain answers, such as citing
past experience collecting oysters, but many discussions, if there were
any, involved comparing answer choices out loud and apparently
making a decision based on a confirmation, comparison, or disregard of
the other participant’s choice. For the next days of survey collection, I
noted the group size of participants as well as whether the group
members not in control of the mouse actively assisted with the survey,
or quietly observed.

•

It seemed more effective to collect surveys and interviews when it was
relatively quiet.

•

Also, earlier in the day, I observed that the survey seemed a little long
to hold the interest of some of the visitors, and one visitor complained
that the survey made him feel stupid. I did not notice these same
concerns in the afternoon.

These observations provided a lot of insight into visitor behavior, even though
I was not observing visitors interacting with the exhibit itself. Most visitors seemed to
be comfortable using a computer screen, especially if the font was large enough.
Adjusting the font size on the screen seemed to address the legibility issue.
Front-End Survey
During the front-end survey collection, I collected 124 surveys and 12
interviews. While collecting survey and interview responses I made a number of
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additional observations about visitor behaviors in response to the computer survey
similar to the observations I also collected during the pilot evaluation:
•

Two visitors who expressed interest in participating with the survey
later refused when they noticed it was computer-based.

•

Overall, visitors appeared to be comfortable using the different
computers, which had various screen brightness, font sizes, and type of
computer mice.

•

A few visitors in the morning complained that the survey was difficult
or made them feel stupid, but in the afternoon no one had the same
complaints. Some other visitors seemed to particularly enjoy
participating in the survey and interview and treated it like an exhibit or
a game.

•

I could observe no difference between children and adult behavior
towards the surveys; both children and adults responded in similar
ways to the use of a computer. There was also no evident difference in
the amount of time the survey took to complete; some visitors, both
adults and children, struggled with the length or lost interest near the
end, and some from both age categories had no apparent problems at all
and went through the survey quickly. Similarly, I overheard some
sound logical reasoning for some of the questions from both children
and adults, as well as some incorrect answers from each age group.

After collecting the data and making some initial observations about the
overall method, I scored the visitor survey responses in order to get an understanding
of the prior knowledge that HMSC VC visitors have relating to exhibit topics. These
survey results are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Front-end survey results. Visitor survey responses were compared to
survey responses by an expert panel of scientists in order to determine a scoring
criteria. An assessment of survey responses by content section and by different visitor
categories shows the variability of background knowledge about oysters, estuary
currents, and models that HMSC VC visitors have.

Due to the survey format, and the variability of the number of questions for
each content topic area, it is not clear that there is a difference in visitor knowledge of
estuary currents, scientific models, and oysters.
There were significantly fewer children (15) to participate in the survey than
adults (109). Children who did participate scored lower than adults by 17% overall,
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indicating that the exhibit content topics may be most appropriate for adult or
multigenerational visitor groups.
There is not much variability, only a range of 7%, between mean scores of
different group sizes. However, visitor groups of 2 or more people with active group
participation had higher scores by 15% than visitor groups of 2 or more people if the
additional group members acted as passive observers.
Visitor groups that were observed to be leaving the HMSC VC when they
participated in the front-end survey had similar results to visitors who were just
entering. This result was expected because there are currently no other exhibits in the
HMSC VC that discuss the same content.
There was small difference between the scores of survey participants in the
morning and the afternoon. I reported these scores because of the behavioral
difference observed when morning survey participants commented on the level of
difficulty of the survey. These comments may also have been related to the fact that
the entryway to the VC was quieter in the morning because there was less visitor
traffic exiting the building. Therefore, these survey takers may have been able to
focus more energy on trying to answer the questions accurately, or may have had a
greater opportunity to discuss their feelings with me after completing the survey.
Front-End Interview
I collected 18 front-end interviews total (6 during the pilot front-end
evaluation) and developed a codebook (Appendix Table 4) using inter-rater reliability.
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The codebook also lists some example quotes to demonstrate the types of visitor
responses that were labeled with each code from each vocabulary word.
Table 4 lists the codes assigned each vocabulary term per interview. This
information is also summarized in the Figure 19, which shows the frequencies with
which each code appears for each word.

Table 4. Front-end interview codes per vocabulary term. No answer (NA)
codes represent words that were not asked during the pilot interviews. Other codes are
described in the codebook (Appendix Table 4).
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Figure 19. Front-end interview code frequencies per vocabulary term. The
meaning of each code and example quotes from interview questions about each
vocabulary term for each relevent code are included in Appendix Table 4.
Most (11 out of 12) HMSC VC visitors interviewed were able to provide a
relevant example of what currents are or a correct definition of the term. This appears
to be a familiar vocabulary term to most visitors and visitor familiarity appears to
closely match the meaning of the word as it applies specifically to exhibit topics.
Most (12 out of 17) HMSC VC visitors interviewed were able to provide a
relevant example of what circulation is or a correct definition of the term. However, 3
visitors also associated this term with other contexts or meanings, such as air
circulation or blood profusion.
HMSC VC visitors appear to be familiar with the term modeling, but 9 out of
13 visitors demonstrated preconceptions of the word that have a different meaning
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than the use of the word in the exhibit context (referred to as scientific modeling
throughout this thesis). Visitor responses also indicated a wide variety of meanings
associated with the word modeling such as a model as a copy or replica, a picture, a
role model, or an exhibit display. Even after responding to five survey questions
about scientific models, only 2 visitors gave an example or definition of a model that
is compatible with the exhibit context.
Half (9 out of 18) of the visitors interviewed did not know what a numerical
model is and readily admitted so when asked. Although 4 visitors were willing to
provide an answer, their answers were interpreted as not understanding the meaning of
the term. This could indicate that although the word may not be well understood, that
it is not an intimidating word and therefore if explained within the exhibit could be an
appropriate term to use. Since none of the visitor responses to this term that received
the code DU (doesn’t understand) also were coded DK (admits that he or she doesn’t
know) anywhere else in the interview, it could also be interpreted as a propensity
toward guessing. Also, 5 out of 18 visitors were able to provide an accurate example
of what a numerical model is such as graphs or patterns.
Visitor interview responses to the term estuary were mixed. One third (5 out
of 15) of the visitors interviewed did not know what an estuary is, and 4 were able to
correctly define what an estuary is. The other 6 visitors were able to provide some
relevant example, usually of a characteristic of an estuary, but there was a wide variety
of the types of examples provided, including the Yaquina Bay, bays in general, and
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other water bodies that may be part of an estuary such as an inlet, cove, marshland, or
river. These examples indicated an incomplete understanding of the term.
Figure 20 demonstrates the amount of variation in the codes that a visitor was
assigned for the five different vocabulary terms. Almost every individual interviewed
was able to provide an example or definition of roughly half of the terms that indicated
familiarity with a meaning of the term that could be relevant or applicable to an
exhibit context. Almost every visitor also indicated that they did not know roughly
half of the terms or that they were familiar with a different meaning of the word that
would not likely help them to understand the meaning of the word used in the exhibit
context. This result demonstrates that visitor familiarity with exhibit vocabulary is
likely due to an external factor such as how commonly the term is used and how it is
most often used. This also indicates that the exhibit content is appropriate for the
audience in this setting; visitors are familiar with some of the content, but are also
likely to be exposed to something new from the exhibit.
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Figure 20. Front-end interview variability of visitor understanding of exhibit
terminology per interview. Interview code frequencies are reported in bins that
indicate familiarity with the term in the exhibit context. Codes Doesn’t Know (DK),
Doesn’t Understand (DU), and Other Meaning (OM) are grouped into one bin because
they indicate that the visitor is either not familiar with the term, or not primarily
familiar with the term in the exhibit context. Codes Other Context (OC), Relevant
Example (RE), and Correct Definition (CD) are grouped into one bin because they
each indicate familiarity with the term that could be applicable to understanding the
exhibit context. These codes are explained further in the codebook (Appendix Table
4). These results demonstrate that a visitor’s familiarity with one term in the exhibit
context does not necessarily indicate a visitor’s familiarity with other exhibit
vocabulary.
Formative Observation
During the formative evaluation process, I made some observations about the
exhibit setting and some general observations about visitor behavior that are briefly
summarized below.
•

The exhibit is located between three sets of fish tanks. Multiple times,
I observed children pass quickly from one fish tank to the next, without
so much as a glance in the direction of the computer exhibit, followed
by one or more adults whose focus was typically on the children.
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•

During the observation time period, approximately one person stopped
and interacted with the exhibit for at least fifteen seconds for every four
people that walked by the exhibit.

•

Two children-only groups pressed the touch screen many times in rapid
succession, causing the computer to exit to the home screen. The
activity program reset and recovered without incident, but in the
meantime both groups left.

•

Children-only groups were often pulled away from the exhibits by their
parents.

•

The observation period ended when there was a fish-feeding event at
the aquarium behind the exhibit because the area was too crowded for
visitors to be able to use the exhibit.

Observations of visitor interactions with the exhibit prototype are summarized
in Table 5. This table outlines visitor behaviors, categorized by touching the
computer interface, by conversation or speaking, and by other; the two behaviors
categorized as other were touching the screen on the depth legend and tapping the
screen repeatedly and rapidly, causing the program to exit. For each observation of a
visitor group that interacted with the exhibit prototype for at least 15 seconds, Table 5
includes who was observed to participate in each behavior that was observed, and how
many times. Also included is the duration of each group interaction (if I was able to
record it) and who was observed at the exhibit for more than 15 seconds.
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Table 5. Observations of visitor interactions with the exhibit prototype. The
bottom two rows report the duration of each interaction (if recorded), and codes to
describe each visitor who was observed to interact with the exhibit prototype for at
least 15 seconds. The rest of the table indicates the visitors observed to participate in
each behavior that was observed (categorized by touching the exhibit interface,
speaking, or other) and how many times that behavior was observed for each
individual. A “+” indicates something that occurred multiple times in succession that
were not discretely countable. Nothing is reported for visitors who were observed
only to stand in front of the exhibit, although they are possibly reading panels or the
computer screen. This table demonstrates the amount of variability in visitor
behaviors at the exhibit.

Out of the 13 total group observations collected, 4 showed no observable
action while interacting with the exhibit, and appeared to only be reading the posters
(an activity which cannot be documented with this method of observation because it
requires making an assumption about the visitor behavior and thoughts). All 4 of
these observations were of individual adult visitor groups.
Later in the afternoon, 3 of the observations (observations 10-12) matched the
type of behaviors that the exhibit was designed for. In observations 10-11, visitors
alternated between different discussion behaviors, including asking questions, reading
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out loud, and giving explanations, and interactive behaviors including touching the
screen in the estuary and selecting different menu buttons. During observation 12,
visitors alternated between selecting locations in the estuary, and selecting the scoring
button, meanwhile having a conversation that included elements categorized as asking
questions, reading out loud, making exclamations, making “I wonder” statements, as
well as some unidentified talking. These combinations of social behaviors while
interacting with the exhibit were indicators that the exhibit was achieving its design
goal of being interactive as well as supporting social learning and incorporating
multiple members from larger groups.
In order to visualize this information, a summary of visitor behaviors and
conversations by children and adults is outlined in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Formative observation code frequencies comparing child and adult
behaviors while interacting with the exhibit. This is a summary of observation
frequencies from the table of formative observation behaviors in (Table 5). The
meanings of the observation codes are outlined in Appendix Table 4.
Selecting an area of the touchscreen inside of the estuary was by far the most
common exhibit interaction observed during formative evaluation. Children most
often participated in this behavior, and the second most common behavior for children
was touching the scoring button. The most commonly observed behavior by adult
visitors was reading out loud, followed by selecting a location in the estuary.
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I also summarize information from the formative observation data (Table 5)
about the average time spent by visitors at the exhibit in Table 6. As well as reporting
formative observation data organized by visitor group size and age, Table 6 also
indicates how many visitors recognized at least two of the learning outcomes themes
from the exhibit during the formative interviews (which is discussed in the following
section, Formative Interview). Visitors who refused interviews did so because they
either admitted that they had not engaged in the exhibit, did not understand it, or adults
explained that their children had just been pressing buttons and that no one in the
group had been engaged in the exhibit content. From the types of comments that I
received from visitor groups who refused interviews and the behaviors that I observed
during observation of those groups, it is inferred that no learning outcomes themes
were communicated to these 4 visitor groups.
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Table 6. Summary of formative observations. The table below reports the
average, minimum, and maximum time that visitors were observed to interact with the
exhibit during formative observation. These times are reported overall, by group size,
and by group age categories. The last column also reports how many visitors observed
were also documented to have understood at least two of the learning outcome themes
during formative interviews. An accurate time was not recorded for every
observation, so the number of visitor groups used to report the average times is
different from the number of visitor groups used to report the learning outcomes
understood for each category.

Although Table 6 is merely a reporting of results, and does not consist of a
large enough sample size to argue the relationship between group size or age and
learning outcomes, the pattern that children and individuals were observed to spend
the least time engaged with the exhibit prototype matches the results in a previous
study of visitor behavior at a similar HMSC VC computer-based exhibit (Mikulak,
2009).
Learning outcomes were communicated to both individual visitors and pairs,
and to both adult-only and multigenerational visitor groups. Since I observed
interaction with the computer in only 2 of the 6 adult-only groups, it is evident that
including the posters in addition to the computer made the exhibit learning outcomes
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accessible to individuals and groups who may be less inclined to use interactive
exhibits. This was one intention of including the static panels, and was observed to be
successful.
Formative Interview
Formative interviews were collected in order to assess how effective the
exhibit was at communicating learning outcomes and to collect feedback about
visitors’ reactions to the exhibit and what they appeared to remember from the exhibit.
In order to assess how effective the exhibit is at communicating learning outcomes, I
only looked for evidence of primary learning outcomes in visitor responses because it
was not a goal of the exhibit that each visitor identify all of the additional scaffolding
material from the exhibit. Although duplicate questions from the front-end interviews
were included, they were not consistently asked due to the duration of many formative
interview questions, and are not discussed here.
Visitor Recognition of Exhibit Learning Outcomes
In order to assess how effective the exhibit prototype is at communicating the
exhibit learning outcomes, I broke the two primary learning outcomes into distinct
themes that would be easier to identify in the brief semi-structured interview format
used. These themes, and how many visitor interviews demonstrated evidence of
recognition or understanding of these themes, are outlined in Table 7.
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Table 7. Evidence of learning outcomes in formative interviews. The table
below illustrates which themes from the primary learning outcomes were described or
mentioned by visitors in each of the nine interviews collected during formative
evaluation. It also identifies the corresponding formative observation (Table 5)
number for each formative interview. The duplicated table below includes examples
of quotes from different interviews to demonstrate the types of responses that were
included for each learning outcome theme.

In the morning, none of the visitors observed or interviewed apparently picked
up on the primary themes of the exhibit. The first two visitors interviewed
(observations 3 and 4 from Table 5) were not observed to interact with the computer
and apparently believed that the panels were interpretive signs for the large aquarium
located behind the exhibit. Even when corrected, both visitors continued to ask
questions about aquarium animals. The third interviewee (observation 6 from Table 5)
indicated that she did not understand the exhibit at all and thought she had come in the
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middle of someone else’s activity. Later in the observation collection period, all of the
visitors interviewed had understood at least some of the learning outcome themes from
the exhibit prototype. One visitor even seemed to have grasped the meaning and
intention of the exhibit very clearly and commented on every learning outcome theme
during the interview process. I cannot identify a reason for this discrepancy because I
did not collect enough interviews to identify this as a trend.
Of the learning outcome themes that visitors recalled after interacting with the
exhibit prototype, the oyster restoration and biology themes were most commonly
recognized, closely followed by estuary and currents themes. The least commonly
recognized themes were the roles of models in the exhibit. Olympia Oyster restoration
is the foundation for the goal-based scenario storyline, and estuary currents are the
primary focus of the interactive component. However, the primary location of
scientific modeling content in the exhibit is in the informational computer menus
(which were never observed to be fully utilized, as shown in Table 5) and on the tabletop panel, which I was informed during interview #9 was hard to read because of its
display angle.
In addition to evaluating the larger themes communicated by the exhibit
prototype, I also looked for themes in the particular scaffolding content that visitors
recollect from their interactions with the exhibit. Some details that visitors mentioned
from the exhibit that can be linked to specific exhibit components are listed below.
•

Oyster larvae being washed out to sea

•

Oysters needing a hard place to land
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•

Putting shells back into the estuary

•

Oysters needing there to be some current, but not too much current

•

Freshwater and saltwater mixing

•

The number of tidal cycles shown on the timer

This range of content comes from the wall panels, the computer interface (in
both the feedback text and the scoring menu), and the table-top panel. This is
evidence that visitors understand exhibit content from the static panel displays as well
as from the interactive element. Oysters needing a hard place to land was a theme that
recurred in multiple interviews, but in general there was a wide range of themes that
each visitor picked up on and no significant pattern to what topics overlapped; this is
also demonstrated in the variability of learning outcome themes that different visitors
recognized from the exhibit.
Visitor Comments About the Computer Interface
I also asked questions during the formative interview (Appendix Table 6) in
order to collect visitor feedback about the exhibit prototype and interface directly.
One of these questions was to ask what a visitor thought other visitors might find the
most fun about the exhibit prototype. Some visitors responded that the computer
interactive would be the most fun, but visitors also responded that they enjoyed
reading the posters. One visitor volunteered during the interview that she only read
the exhibit posters, but that it was because of personal preference and comfort.
Every visitor that I asked (only visitors whom I had observed to interact with
the computer) was able to tell me that the dots in the visualization represented oysters
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or oyster larvae. One child told me they were clams, but was corrected by the adult
whom he had interacted with at the exhibit.
Visitor comments about the computer interface varied. Some examples of
feedback from visitors collected during the formative interview process are listed
below.
•

One visitor did not understand the exhibit because she believed she had
come in the middle of an activity.

•

Two visitors understood the premise of the activity, but said that it was
hard for them to make predictions about where good locations would
be, what would happen to the oysters in each locations, or said that it
was hard to narrow in on a location that might give a better score
because the visualization did not track locations they had previously
selected.

•

Another visitor found it hard to remember what each star indicated and
she had to toggle between the scoring menu and the game to make
sense of her score each time.

•

One of the visitors who did not use the scoring or menu buttons
admitted that it was because he had not noticed them.

•

A visitor that used the menu buttons was not able to learn anything
from them because it was the child who navigated through them and he
went to fast for the adult with him to read because, she explained, there
weren’t enough pictures and he was too young to read them, so he
didn’t stop for long at each menu.

Overall, this visitor feedback is specific and direct enough to understand very
clearly some things about the prototype to leave the same, such as including static
panels with the computer interface, as well as some adjustments to the interface that
could improve the exhibit’s usability, such as making the scoring more clear and the
menu buttons more visible.
Initial Panel Prototype Testing
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The purpose of testing initial signage prototypes was to collect feedback about
the panel layout, content, and elements. A summary of comments received is
organized by category below, beginning with criticism about the layout and
appearance of the panels. These are paraphrased summaries of comments that ranged
from specific corrections to a single word, section or image to general comments
about the overall theme or appearance.
•

Use larger pictures rather than leave blank space.

•

Select more vivid colors.

•

Simplify the background so that it does not detract from the content.

•

Include more contrasting colors in the images and between the
background and text.

•

Place titles at the tops of pages, where they are expected.

Some overall comments about the signage content include advice to:
•

Relate the signage text more directly to the images.

•

Define any technical words or concepts that are included or alluded to.

•

Organize the content in a logical flow that ties the concept together.

Finally, feedback about the different graphic and textual elements on the posters
included advice to:
•

Avoid reusing any images in the same form.

•

Select color images when possible, rather than line-figures or diagrams.

•

Break up long sentences, and make sure each section is short and
concise.

•

Be intentional about the role and significance of each panel.

These comments closely mimic much of the advice available in literature about
developing signage for exhibits (e.g. Serrell, 1996). Also, many of the comments
focusing on content and organization may be attributed to the lack of guiding learning
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outcomes, which had not been developed to focus the exhibit at this point; the lack of
a communication framework (such as a goal-based scenario) at this stage; and the
passive role of the scientist during panel prototype development (many materials were
sent to the graphic artist and left to her discretion to either use them, exclude them, or
to ask questions for more information).
Computer Durability Testing
Results during each stage of testing of the computer hardware and kiosk mode
set-up, as well as some overall observations are listed below.
•

During the first round of internal testing, it was found that the exhibit
computer screen would go blank after a period of non-use.

•

Also during the first round of internal testing, the exhibit box felt
warm, indicating that the computer fan speed was not high enough.

•

During the two-hour pre-prototype release, the screen froze. Touching
the screen would move the mouse, but the activity program was
unresponsive to touching the screen.

•

Also, during this release, it was observed that the HMSC VC summer
hours were extended from winter hours, so that computer shut-down
and start-up times should be adjusted to match.

•

The internal testing of the near-complete exhibit prototype found the
computer interface difficult to tamper with. Members of the exhibit
design team did not cause any exhibit performance failures.

•

During formative observations, two child-only groups interacting with
the exhibit were able to cause the activity program to exit to the
computer home screen by rapidly tapping the exhibit screen.

•

Neither of the testing stages on the HMSC VC floor revealed issues
with the exhibit box, or attempts at tampering with the exhibit.

Interactive Computer Interface Testing
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The visualization went through many rounds of testing and was carefully
scrutinized because of its focal role in the exhibit. Some observations that were made
during testing led to a number of adjustments to the visualization over time in order to
increase its visibility and clarity. These are noted below.
•

The pattern of larvae moving was visibly easier to track when the
number of frames per tidal cycle was increased from one to eight. This
also showed the intermediate locations where the larvae are moved up
and down the estuary as the tide floods and ebbs, which appeared more
logical to people who were familiar with the influence of the tides in
the estuary.

•

It was also easier to visually follow when the frame rate was increased
from seventy-five to twenty-five milliseconds.

•

Although most sources estimate that Olympia Oyster larvae spend at
least ten days in the water column, it was determined that this was too
long to run the visualization when including multiple frames per tidal
cycle. As a compromise between visualization run-time and biological
accuracy, the animation time was reduced from twenty tidal cycles
(roughly ten days) to ten tidal cycles (roughly five days).

Other characteristics of the visualization were observed during testing, but
appeared to have a less significant bearing on the main ideas being communicated, and
were not adjusted for.
•

Since there is no randomness or variability included in the vertically
averaged currents or in the look up table logic, if two larvae land on the
same location at the same time, they would continue to move together
throughout the visualization. I have no visual way of accounting for
how many larvae are on a given location, so it appears as though there
are fewer active larvae in the domain when this happens.

•

There are a number of loops in the visualization, where larvae will
jump between a small set of locations repeatedly every tidal cycle. A
direct consequence of this is that these loops reduce the number of
larvae that get washed offshore. Also, if a visitor carefully observed
this behavior, they may communicate the misconception that the
currents are periodic each tidal cycle.
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•

Including eight frames per tidal cycle helped to make the visualization
easier to understand than only one frame, but the larvae travel large
enough distances between frames that they can still be difficult to track.
However, including more frames would increase the run-time of the
visualization.

•

It may be difficult for some people to see the small dots on the screen,
especially with the bathymetry in the background. Solutions to this
issue are largely limited by the screen size. If this appears to be a
problem for visitors, some adjustments that could be made would be
adjusting the color of the dots or the estuary, or having a flat color for
the estuary background.

The buttons to open the scoring and information menus and to navigate
through them also received a lot of attention during testing and went through many
iterations as a result.
•

The original buttons, which had textual instructions rather than icons,
were difficult even for exhibit design team members to use. The use of
icons such as an arrow to symbolize moving back a menu and an “X”
to symbolize closing the menu were much more effective.

•

However, when a button was associated with text such as a question,
making the text part of the button increased usability because people
tended to touch the screen on the words.

•

Changing from flat shading to stylized “three-dimensional” shading
made the buttons visually stand out and they were easier to identify
than when designed with the same style as the background.

•

It increased usability to have all of the menu navigation buttons in a
consistent location on every menu screen.

•

Originally, there was a single button to open and close each menu,
located on the game home screen. However, none of the testers were
able to quickly locate it in order to close a menu once it was open. It
worked best to have everything the user would need inside of the menu
screen, including the close button, when menus were open.

During testing, some observations and feedback also led to iterative
improvements to the menu layouts and layered menu design.
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•

Exhibit content was easier to read when blocks of text were either all
dark-on-light or all light-on-dark.

•

Layering menu content to increase the specificity of the question being
asked appeared to be intuitive for most of the testers.

•

I found it helpful during my testing to open each menu in a slightly
different location so that if multiple layers are open, the previous
menus are visible in the background. No other testers commented on
this, but some design changes such as this appear to be intuitively
useful even if not explicitly noticeable.

Finally, some of the feedback during interface testing also focused on the static
components in the home screen.
•

A design team member suggested including a legend for the blue-scale
bathymetry in the estuary.

•

The scoring stars were identified as difficult to use because they all
looked the same and it was not obvious to everyone that the location of
each star determined what the star was awarded for.

•

It was also suggested that the timer, labeled “Tidal Cycles,” might not
make sense to someone who is not familiar with what a tidal cycle is.

After a number of testing iterations, I could begin to foresee and predict many
of the comments I was likely to receive when I met with more members of the design
team for feedback and interface design became more intuitive and efficient. However,
it still remained an iterative and lengthy process.
During formative evaluation, some additional feedback about the computer
interface was collected from visitor observations (outlined in Table 5) and interviews
(discussed in the earlier Formative Interview section). Some observations about
visitors using the interface from Table 5 are summarized in the following list.
•

Most (7 out of 8) visitors who interacted with the computer were
observed to touch the estuary, starting the visualization.
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•

Closer to half (5 out of 8) of the visitors who interacted with the
computer were observed to touch the information and scoring buttons.

•

Every visitor observed to touch one of the computer menu buttons was
also observed to touch the other.

•

Most (4 out of 5) of the visitors who selected menu buttons selected the
information button first, but only 1 of those visitors navigated to a
second menu layer.

•

Two visitors were observed to select the scoring button more than once,
but no visitors were observed to select the information button multiple
times.

From these observations, it is evident that the instructions for interacting with
the visualization (as well as having the estuary dominate so much of the screen)
successfully encouraged most visitors to touch within the estuary during their
interaction. Visitors also appeared to be able to use the scoring menu. However, most
visitors were either unable or unmotivated to explore the information menu layers.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
In this chapter, I discuss the exhibit evaluation results, assessing how
effectively the exhibit prototype communicates the learning outcomes, as well as three
aspects of exhibit development that were of particular significance to this project: the
use of computer media, designing an effective visualization, and the exhibit design
team contributions. Although I do not go into detail discussing every aspect of exhibit
design, Appendix A includes further suggestions for exhibit development for scientists
and educators derived from experience with this project.
Exhibit Evaluation: Measuring Learning Outcomes
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The purpose for undertaking exhibit development was to communicate
numerical modeling research results about the currents in the Yaquina Bay estuary to
the public. The goals for the exhibit content were narrowed down to two primary
learning outcomes (Table 1) that include Olympia Oyster restoration as an exhibit
theme. Visitors were expected to identify that Olympia Oyster restoration requires
understanding oyster biology and estuary currents, and to recognize that scientific
models can be used as a tool to understand the latter. Since these learning outcomes
were broad concepts, I looked for the emergence of more specific themes as evidence
of the communication of learning outcomes. During formative evaluation, I also
looked for evidence of other specific content from the exhibit that visitors recollected
in interviews in order to identify what areas of the exhibit drew the most attention
from visitors.
Since the scope of this thesis includes exhibit development and prototyping, I
did not conduct an extensive summative evaluation, which could be used to study
trends in visitor behavior or comprehension at the exhibit in more detail. Here, I am
only reporting observations that were made and discussing the evidence of successful
communication of exhibit content during a small number of semi-structured formative
interviews.
Evidence of the Effective Communication of Learning Outcome 1
Visitors Who Identified Learning Outcome Themes
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Visitors recognized at least 2 of the 4 themes associated with the first exhibit
learning outcome in 6 of 13 formative evaluations (Table 7). Of the 7 visitor groups
that did not show evidence of understanding the exhibit learning outcome, 2 were
children-only visitor groups (observations 1 and 7 from Table 5), and one was
predominantly child-only (observation 6 from Table 5), since the adult took a very
peripheral role during the interaction. The exhibit was primarily designed for adult
and multigenerational visitor groups. Also, 2 visitors (observations 3 and 4 from
Table 5) indicated during the formative interview that they believed the exhibit was
related to the adjacent aquarium, even when corrected. I did not observe any
recordable behaviors while each of these individuals were interacting with the exhibit,
and from their interview responses, and apparent confusion when I pointed to the
exhibit panels to which I was referring with my question, I infer that neither of these
visitors engaged with the exhibit during the observed interaction. Therefore, I do not
interpret their lack of understanding of the exhibit learning outcome as indicative of
the effectiveness of the exhibit materials at communicating content (although it may
be indicative of the effectiveness of the exhibit at attracting or engaging visitors,
which would be a question that is more appropriate for summative evaluation).
Accounting for these exceptions, themes from the first exhibit learning outcome were
identified by 6 out of 8 adult and multigenerational visitor groups who engaged with
the exhibit prototype. This is evidence that the prototype elements are successfully
communicating exhibit content and themes to a variety of visitor groups despite the
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range of visitor background knowledge and interests and the amount of distractions
common in a free-choice learning setting such as the HMSC VC.
Communication Through Multiple Exhibit Elements
Visitors were able to recognize learning outcome themes without having used
the menu, and to recognize many of the broader themes without recalling all of the
scaffolding details. There was a lot of variability in the specific details that visitors
recalled from the exhibit, interpreted as evidence of their understanding of the broader
exhibit themes. This is indicative that I achieved the goal of making the broader
themes evident to a majority of the visitors, while allowing for flexibility in what
specific detail visitors might be more interested in or find the most memorable, as well
as in which exhibit elements they might have interacted with.
During formative observation, there was wide variability in the type and
frequency of behaviors that visitors engaged in while interacting with the exhibit
(Figure 21). During formative interviews, some visitors identified the static panels as
the exhibit component they found the most fun, while others identified the interactive
computer element. Themes from the first learning outcome were repeated on every
static panel and in the computer activity, although the specific scaffolding content
used to communicate the themes varied. Some of the specific content that visitors
cited during interviews came from the static wall panels, while other visitors cited
specific details only communicated through the computer interface. The redundancy
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of the broader message throughout these different exhibit elements helped to
communicate the learning outcome to a greater number of visitors.
The Challenges with Communicating Learning Outcome 2
Fewer visitors recognized the scientific modeling themes from the learning
outcomes after interacting with the exhibit prototype than recognized the themes
associated with Olympia Oysters and estuary currents. During formative interviews,
one visitor identified the role of biological models, and one identified the use of both
biological and physical models (Table 7). Other visitors, when asked, had not noticed
that scientific models were included as a component of the exhibit message.
Lack of Inclusion in All Exhibit Elements
Given the variety of exhibit elements that visitors recalled the first learning
outcome content from, it is evident that the primary reason that fewer visitors recalled
the scientific modeling themes from the exhibit was the lack of inclusion of scientific
modeling throughout the entire exhibit. Although scientific modeling is mentioned 3
times in the wall panels (Figure 10), it is only briefly mentioned each time as a
scientific tool, but the meaning the term, or its role in Olympia Oyster restoration, is
never explicitly discussed in those two panels as part of the cover story for the goalbased scenario. Scientific modeling is also not included in any of the feedback text
associated with locations that visitors select in the interactive visualization or in the
scoring text. Scientific modeling is only included in the computer component of the
exhibit in the information menus, which visitors were not observed to have engaged
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with. The primary exhibit component to discuss scientific modeling is the table-top
panel, which one visitor informed me she found hard to read because of its angle.
Research studies about teaching scientific modeling have recommended that it
is important to explicitly discuss the type of scientific model and its role in science in
order to be effective (Danusso et al., 2010; Saari, 2003). In order for the exhibit to
communicate the content associated with the second learning outcome, scientific
modeling should be discussed as part of the cover story on the wall panels, and the
relationship between the computer visualization and the biological model as well as
the numerical model of estuary currents should be made explicit.
Including Olympia Oyster Restoration as an Exhibit Theme
A reason for the secondary role of scientific modeling content in the exhibit
was the inclusion of Olympia Oyster restoration as the exhibit theme. Adding
Olympia Oysters as a theme for the exhibit ultimately detracted from the amount of
content that I could include about the primary exhibit topics that were intended at the
beginning of exhibit development. This was due to the space constraints on the panels
as well as in the computer visualization interpretive text. This was also due to time
constraints because I had to research Olympia Oyster biology and restoration history
in order to write exhibit content for the theme. Including this theme also had
consequences for the exhibit design team because, although two physical
oceanography experts were initially involved in exhibit development, Olympia Oyster
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biology experts and resources had to be located in order ensure the accuracy of the
biological content communicated in the exhibit.
During front-end evaluation, I noticed that visitors were as interested in
discussing oysters as they were in discussing estuaries and scientific modeling, even
though the number of questions about oysters had been minimal. Although this could
be a benefit to the exhibit because visitors did appear to be interested in the topic, it
could also have contributed to why visitors focused less attention on the scientific
modeling theme during formative evaluation.
The Use of Computer Media
The Decision to Use a Computer
The criteria for deciding to use a computer in the exhibit are listed in the
Selecting a Computer-Based Exhibit Format section in Chapter 2. One motivating
factor for using a computer was to be able to use an interactive visualization in order
to communicate complex numerical model results. There was a strong argument for
this since an example of a similar interface already existed, and I was able to meet
with one of the developers in order to receive suggestions for using the concept.
Another reason for selecting a computer format was that it could allow the
exhibit to be disseminated to a wider audience over the internet. Although the
visualization and interface can be shared over the internet, the visualization logic was
programmed for a set pixel resolution to match the 15-inch computer monitor
(1024x768) used in the exhibit, and would thus need to be modified for smaller screen
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sizes. Also, the signage would need to be included in the interface in some way in
order to incorporate the entire exhibit content. In contrast, an exhibit consisting of
static panels could also easily be shared over the internet or disseminated in print.
This rationale did not necessitate the use of a computer. However, other types of
exhibit interfaces, such as using mechanical levers, would not be web-compatible, so
if this had been a strict criterion, those options would be eliminated.
When making this decision, I was also aware of a number of challenges for
using computers in free-choice learning settings, such as trying to engage visitor
groups, since many computer interfaces encourage single-user interactions; the risk of
tampering, or unintentional misuse of the interface; and the amount of upkeep they can
require by museum and visitor center staff as compared to static panels. A number of
the remaining criteria for selecting the computer-based exhibit format related to
addressing these challenges.
The only factor that necessitated the use of a computer was the ability to
incorporate an interactive visualization in order to communicate content about estuary
currents. Since communicating this content was the primary reason for developing the
exhibit, I chose to incorporate the computer visualization into exhibit design.
However, selecting this media required additional steps in the exhibit development
process—setting-proofing the computer components, designing a useable interactive
interface, and developing the visualization—that each required a significant amount of
time as well as resources, especially individual expertise. These steps limited the
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amount of time that I had available to focus on developing and improving the
translation of exhibit content in static graphics and text.
The Durability of the Exhibit Computer Prototype
It was important for the computer to be durable, because if the hardware was
damaged or non-functioning, or if the exhibit program was not displayed, none of the
visitors to interact with the exhibit would have the opportunity to engage with the
content communicated through the computer portion of the exhibit until it was fixed.
Configuring all of the computer components to withstand the multiple stresses from
use in a free-choice learning setting such as the HMSC VC required many steps and
iterative rounds of testing as well as specific expertise in kiosk development, as
described in the Chapter 2 section, “Setting-Proofing” the Computer Interface. The
results of these efforts were found to be successful during formative evaluation of the
prototype.
Although children observed interacting with the interface managed to cause the
program to exit by rapidly tapping the touchscreen, the program reopened in 30
seconds, and recovered without requiring interference; in the meantime, the children
lost interest and left. There was little concern for tampering as a result of this, because
there were no programs available on the desktop and no access to the computer
operating system. However, adding a desktop image that explains that the exhibit will
soon restart itself would reduce the visitor confusion in the interim. Since the program
was not observed to fail during testing or observations of interactions in which the
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visitor appeared to be engaging with the exhibit content, this exiting response was not
detrimental to the learning outcomes and mission of the exhibit. By discouraging
behaviors that could damage the monitor, it may actually be an overall benefit to the
life-span of the exhibit.
Computer Interface Design Effectiveness
Designing an effective interface was an important step towards communicating
the learning outcomes because if visitors weren’t able to use the visualization easily,
they were not going to interact with it long, or they would spend more effort trying to
understand the interface than engaging with the content. Overall, the interface design
was considered effective because in formative interviews, many of the specific content
details relating to the learning outcomes that visitors recalled from the exhibit were
only communicated through the interactive interface. Also, visitors were observed to
open and close the menus as well as select locations in the estuary without touching
the screen in any unexpected areas, indicating that it was evident to visitors how to
interact with the activity. However, the interface design process was a significant part
of exhibit development and one of the more time-consuming aspects.
Visitor Use of Interpretive Feedback
One challenge in interface design was integrating the visualization with
meaningful and timely interpretive feedback. The section Interpreting the
Visualization in Chapter 2 describes how this was accomplished using text that
appears under the visualization in immediate response to each location a visitor selects
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as well as information provided in scoring and informational menus. The text in the
immediate feedback text as well as in the scoring menu is worded slightly differently,
but is mostly redundant; both repeat the themes: currents affect larvae, currents vary
with depth, and salinity affects larvae. Visitors identified themes from both of these
interface feedback components during the formative interview.
Although visitors were able to identify content from the scoring menu, one
visitor (observation 12 from Table 5) mentioned that it was challenging to use because
the information was not available on the main screen, and interpreting her score after
each time through the visualization required toggling the menu. During testing, a
similar problem was identified by a design team member who suggested that each star
should be a different shape or color so that they would be more readily distinguished
than by their location alone. One way that this could be improved would be to replace
each star with an icon to indicate its meaning (such as a salt shaker for the salinity
criterion). This would add an additional layer of information that would be available
to the visitor on the main screen. Decreasing the number of criteria might also make it
easier to remember the content in order to apply it while interacting with the
visualization rather than needing to alternate between the main screen and the scoring
menu.
The Lack of Visitor Interaction with the Information Menus
After observing visitor interactions with the other components of the computer
interface as well as receiving visitor feedback during formative interviews, I identified
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two primary reasons why visitors did not use the information menus. First, the use of
the menus was not integrated as part of the interaction with the visualization; second,
there were too many layers that included predominantly text.
Using Information Menus as Interpretive Feedback
The only clues as to the purpose of the information button are text on the wall
panels, and its appearance as a stylized button. During testing, design team members
had difficulty closing the menus if the close button was located next to the menu rather
than within it. Design team members were observed to focus their attention only on
one part of the interface at a time. Therefore, instructions to use the computer menus
should appear on the computer, and should be integrated with the visualization, since
that is the primary focus of the activity, rather than being located on the wall panels.
Decreasing the Amount of Text in the Information Menus
One visitor informed me during formative evaluation that she was not able to
read the menu text because the child she was with was touching the screen and
navigated the menus too quickly for her to follow because there were not enough
images to catch his attention. In the prototype, visitors would have to navigate 2 menu
layers that were predominantly covered in text before reaching an interpretive image.
Replacing some text with graphical interpretation, or including some links from the
visualization that navigate directly to interpretive menu layers would make the content
more readily accessible.
The Benefits of the Interactive Visualization
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The visualization was observed to be the initial attractor that drew some
visitors to the exhibit (since it was their first interaction), and also communicated
exhibit learning outcome themes to visitors. Two visitor groups also described using
the visualization to apply critical thinking about estuary currents in order to try to
make predictions or understand the differences observed when selecting different
locations (observations 11 and 12 from Table 5). The ability for the interactive
computer interface to provide immediate feedback in order for visitors to engage with
the exhibit and challenge themselves in this way was a benefit of using the computer
media.
Designing an Effective Visualization
Although I had a specific idea for formatting the visualization in mind when I
began exhibit development, there were still a lot of decisions that had to be carefully
made in order to balance the communication of meaningful science content with the
communication of the broad learning outcomes. Despite having an initial plan for
what I wanted the visualization to communicate and how I wanted it to look in theory,
I was constrained in practice by the actual model results and the complexity of the
information that I was trying to communicate.
Balancing Science Content and Exhibit Objectives
There is a detailed discussion of the development of the exhibit visualization
from the scientific model in the Chapter 2 sections under Development of the Scientific
Model and the subsection Creating the Circulation and Transport Visualization.
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These sections describe what information was retained from the scientific model
results and how the information was simplified for the purposes of keeping the
visualization brief and clear, for enabling it to be interactive, and to minimize the
processing power required of the computer. I had to balance these requirements with
the effective communication of both physical and biological oceanography content,
and the content relevant to both sciences with each other. For example, it would have
been easier to visually follow the particle motion if I included a greater number of
frames of only one tidal cycle, but then the information about the amount of time
larvae spend in the water column, and where they travel to would be less accurate
without some other adjustment or interpretation elements to explain these details.
It was important throughout the development process to have the scientists on
the exhibit design team closely involved with the decision making for each of these
elements in order to maintain as much integrity as possible in the final communication
of the exhibit message through the visualization. It was also important to involve the
educator and to use testing and evaluation of the visualization in order to determine
what messages non-experts understood from the visualization, and what elements nonexperts focused on. For example, water level changes over a tidal cycle were not
shown in the visualization, but no one commented on this during testing. However,
when only one larvae location was plotted per tidal cycle (so that the up-river and
down-river motion was not displayed, only the net tidal movement of the larvae), nonexperts did comment on this during testing. These types of observations gave me a
sense of what visitors would be most likely to be confused by, and thus how I could
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balance exhibit clarity with accuracy by including some details in the final
visualization, and by excluding others.
Although there were some inaccuracies in the prototype—such as the constant
water level and some “loops” where larvae bounce back and forth between a small set
of points throughout the entire visualization due to the cyclical (and unrealistic) nature
of the look-up table—that were products of the translation process, no one noticed or
commented on these details during testing or evaluation except for me. Due to the
large amount of information conveyed in the visualization (even after much
simplification), and what the visitor was encouraged to focus on by the interpretive
text and graphics, these inconsistencies did not detract from the communication of the
learning outcomes.
Rather than focusing on the details of the particle motion, visitors seemed to
struggle with the broader message conveyed by the visualization. Two visitor groups
(observations 11 and 12 from Table 5) explored many different areas of the estuary
using the visualization. During formative interviews with these two visitor groups,
they each indicated that they understood the premise of the activity and how to use the
visualization, but were frustrated by how difficult it was to predict the currents at a
specific location, or to predict how the score would be different between locations.
The challenge of predicting estuary currents because of their complexity is why
numerical models are such valuable research tools in this field of science. Due to the
nature of the research results being communicated, visitors would not be expected to
be able to make predictions about the detailed larval motion—this could be used as a
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discussion point to include the modeling learning outcomes in the interpretation of the
visualization. However, visitors should be able to make scoring predictions guided by
exhibit interpretation elements. The purpose of the scoring component was to break
down the complexity of the content into a discrete number of elements that the visitor
could focus on. I believe the visitor’s frustration was due to the scoring component
having too many criteria to be to be an effective guide.
Making the Visualization Interface Work
I describe the process of creating the computer interface in the section Menu
and Interface Design in Chapter 2. A second component to making the visualization
interface work, in addition to design, is the technical aspect. The success of the
visualization depended on selecting appropriate software, an appropriate operating
system, compatible hardware, and on integrating these elements into a durable and
tamper-proof kiosk setup. Both of these aspects of planning and construction required
a significant amount of specific expertise, as well as time for development and testing
of each aspect independently of the other; however, they were not mutually exclusive.
I based the feedback interface on The Oregon Trail because of its effectiveness as an
educational game interface, but also because of its simple programing requirements. I
also selected Processing largely because of the type of interface that I wanted to
program. Throughout development, I made many decisions about the interface design
based on my limited resources and time to complete the technical elements required to
integrate each change, such as limiting the amount of animation. For this exhibit,
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many of these decisions were not explicitly discussed during development; since I was
the primary programmer, interface designer, scientist, and educator, I was implicitly
aware of details such as the model results format, the programming abilities of the
development team, the interface requirements, and the exhibit scope, and how they
would all need to fit together. This is important to mention because in the span of a
single day, I could alter the look-up table format, modify a graphical component, adapt
the interface design, and shorten a snippet of textual content in order make a change in
the visualization and interpretation interface code. With a larger design team, making
similar modifications could take much longer and involve many more people in order
to incorporate feedback from all of the relevant and necessary expert perspectives on
the design team.
Integrating the Visualization with Other Exhibit Components
The final aspect of designing an effective visualization was integrating it with
the rest of the exhibit and fitting the visualization as a communication method in with
the goal-based scenario framework as well as the graphic style. Integrating the
visualization with the goal-based scenario framework was largely done through the
interpretive text associated with the interface. Fitting the visualization parameters
with the graphic style of the exhibit required some flexibility. The look-up table was
created by transferring the model results to the pixel resolution of the exhibit monitor,
so there were rigid constraints on the graphical design of this background: the estuary
boundary could not be modified. Due to the odd shape of the Yaquina Bay estuary
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this was challenging for the graphic artist on the exhibit design team to work around
and many graphic components had to be built and designed around the background
image of the estuary. For the many different perspectives of exhibit design, balancing
one’s expertise with the constraints of the scientific content and the exhibit learning
outcomes was the greatest challenge for the development of all of the exhibit
components.
Exhibit Design Team Contributions
The Challenges of Interpretation Common to Every Perspective
Ultimately, everyone on the exhibit design team (except, perhaps, the evaluator
and technical expert) was faced with the same challenge—interpreting exhibit content
in order to achieve the learning outcomes—but each perspective approached this task
with a different toolbox. The educator guided the selection of an exhibit format and
scope and managed the different pieces throughout development; the content writer
found an audience-appropriate vocabulary and tone for the exhibit; the graphic artist
put together images and chose interface components; and the programmer developed
an interactive visualization and created multiple feedback mechanisms, but every
piece was used to interpret the same science content.
In many ways, from each perspective, the biological content was more
straightforward to interpret than the topics of estuary currents and scientific modeling.
For example, writing content for the initial panel prototypes was more successful for
the Olympia Oyster panel than the other two, based on comments and feedback. One
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reason for this was that there are standards for interpreting biological content, such as
using lifecycles, which can be readily employed; another was that as a non-expert in
this area of biological science, it was more intuitive for me to select what information
seemed most interesting and relevant to the exhibit message without trying to include
every detail. From the perspective of an expert scientist, it was easier to write concise
and relevant content about estuary currents and scientific modeling for later drafts,
when there were more specific learning outcomes written for the exhibit, and a clearly
laid out goal-based scenario framework to define the scope of content that should and
shouldn’t be included.
Also, for exhibit prototype development, there were many photos of oysters
available, and the biological graphics required minimal photo editing by the graphic
artist. In contrast, interpretive images to communicate about estuary currents and
scientific modeling had to be designed by the scientist and created specially for this
exhibit. Since numerical models are abstract, it was difficult to communicate
information about them using graphics. In fact, the numerical modeling lifecycle
portion of the table-top panel (Figure 11) does not include images at all because I was
limited by time constraints and did not have time to develop these components for the
prototype. Graphical interpretation of estuary currents was also essentially limited to
the bathymetric map of the estuary (Figure 14), which used depth as a proxy to
indicate where the currents are typically the fastest, and by drawing ‘tails’ on the dots
that represent oyster larvae to represent larval motion in static images.
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Developing the visualization, as well as interpreting it, was also challenging
because of the nature of the science being communicated. Using numerical model
results required careful translation in order to develop the visualization, but even in the
highly simplified and condensed visualization, much of the complexity of the currents
and of particle motion in an estuary is communicated. Although this complexity is
what makes estuaries such interesting sites for research, it made interpreting the
visualization in support of the learning outcomes difficult. The discrete scoring
system was used to focus the message that was communicated with the visualization,
but there were still many details in the larval motion that visitors could observe that
were not possible to explain within the scope of this exhibit.
For development of text, graphics, and the visualization, every stage of
translation altered the message that was communicated. The goal of translation and
interpretation was to clarify and to focus the exhibit components to communicate the
exhibit theme and learning outcomes. While the creativity and expertise of design
team members greatly contributed to the exhibit, changes to text and graphics intended
to clarify the message could inadvertently misinterpret the science content. Even
during the translation of the visualization, which was conducted primarily by the
scientist, at the end of the translation process there were some inconsistencies and
inaccuracies in the details of the visualization. The challenge of writing an interesting
narrative or designing an aesthetically appealing graphic while maintaining scientific
accuracy was a burden shared amongst every perspective of the design team; regular
feedback from expert scientists helped to address any potential inconsistencies during
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the development process before a large amount of resources were invested in
finalizing a component that may have needed to be modified.
Exhibit Design from the Perspective of a Scientist
I briefly interpret my use of the term ‘scientist’ in the section The Multiple
Perspectives Engaged in Exhibit Design in Appendix A. A scientist’s primary
motivation for being involved in an exhibit development project is to communicate
about a topic that he or she is deeply knowledgeable about. From this perspective, it is
a great challenge to pare down scientific content into interpretive elements that are
brief enough to fit into the scope of a single exhibit limited to a small number of
learning outcomes, yet are complete enough to communicate to an accurate message to
a broad audience.
In order to accomplish brevity in interpretive elements, it was crucial to be
aware of the specific message that each exhibit element was being designed to
communicate. For example, making a column of salinity values for each point in the
estuary domain to use for scoring calculations—what may seem a simple task—
required knowing specifically how the visualization was developed. Salinity varies
greatly over depth and with time at each location; in order to select a single value to
represent the salinity at each location, even knowing already that that model was
limited to a constant river flow and sinusoidal tides, I also needed to know whether
bottom or surface salinities would be most relevant (or a value that also tracked the
specific depth of the water parcel that the larvae was in at a given time), and what
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stage of the tide was appropriate to use. Similarly, for any images or blocks of text
that I contributed as a scientist, or helped to revise, I could not decide how to
communicate the topic without being aware of the specific role of that interpretive
element in the exhibit. In this way, understanding the exhibit layout, learning
outcomes, the premise of the goal-based scenario framework, and some information
about visitor background knowledge from the front-end evaluation results were
important to my participation in exhibit development from the scientist perspective.
Also from the scientist perspective, when providing very specific exhibit
content to communicate relatively broad messages, misinterpretation was a large
concern. In order to develop the visualization for this exhibit, I used simplified
numerical model parameters, depth-averaged currents, simplified biological model
parameters, and sub-sampled the particle tracking simulation results from the
biological model for the visualization. While the visualization was an effective tool
for communicating the broader learning outcomes, it was a concern of mine
throughout the process to avoid spreading any misconceptions about the science
because of the inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the details. Although I was
intimately aware of the inconsistencies within the visualization as well as the loss of
accuracy and precision in the simplified interpretations in textual and graphical forms
throughout the exhibit, I made a good-faith effort to not communicate any messages
that were wrong or that would lead to misconceptions about the topic. Within the
scientific community, it is important to be specific and detailed about your methods,
and to explain every decision and assumption that was made to reach your
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conclusions. While working on this exhibit, I was expected to translate the research
results, and present information that was littered with nuances, but to speak with an
authoritative voice through the exhibit in order to present the broader ideas with
clarity. Evaluation was a useful tool to address these concerns, because it was used to
determine what messages visitors took away from the exhibit and to determine
whether any misconceptions were in fact communicated.
Exhibit Design from the Perspective of an Educator
I briefly interpret my use of the term ‘educator’ in the section The Multiple
Perspectives Engaged in Exhibit Design in Appendix A. I use the term broadly here,
but for a larger design team, multiple individuals each with more specific expertise
may fill this role. An educator’s motivation in an exhibit project is to communicate
effectively to the intended audience; his or her expertise is in understanding visitor
behaviors and expectations and in selecting an appropriate format and focus for an
exhibit by balancing the setting and the content specifications. In order to develop an
exhibit that will most effectively reach an audience of a specific setting, an educator’s
focus is not to learn the science content in-depth, but to identify the elements that the
audience might find the most interesting or that are central to communicating the
exhibit message.
As an educator, my goal was to develop an exhibit around the goal-based
scenario mission of helping Olympia Oyster restoration that focused on
communicating the dependence on estuary currents and the role of scientific models in
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this multi-disciplinary endeavor. Therefore, I needed to fit enough background
information that visitors would understand the purpose of each of these content topics,
as well as the significance of their mission, within the scope of three panels and a
computer interactive component. I also set out to organize the interpretation of exhibit
content such that the learning outcomes and mission were clear to visitors who
immediately chose to interact with the computer, as well as to visitors who chose not
to interact with the computer interface at all, in order that the message would reach the
largest possible audience.
My primary concern as an educator was determining how to balance the
exhibit learning outcomes, and the wealth of scientific information that could support
their communication, with the wide variety of interests and background knowledge
that I knew HMSC VC visitors to approach the exhibit with, in order to design the
exhibit as an effective communication tool. There was a great depth of scientific
information and expert knowledge available that would be relevant to the exhibit and
could contribute to the message. However, I was also aware that due to the many
other distractions at the setting, that visitors are interacting with many exhibits during
their visit, and that visitors come to the HMSC VC with a wide variety of background
interests and knowledge, that visitors were not going to spend more than a few
minutes at the exhibit. Finding a compromise between these two conflicting
considerations was accomplished by being clear and specific about narrowing down
the learning outcomes and when selecting the primary objectives of each exhibit
component. When organizing the exhibit components, I selected a particular message
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as well as a designated amount of space for each interpretive component. Sometimes
these spatial constraints were flexible, such as on the signage, where in other areas
they were hard-set by other design criteria, such as the space in the computer interface
for feedback text associated with the visualization. In order to write content and
develop graphics for these spaces, design team members had to work to communicate
each message as concisely as possible in order to fit within the spatial constraints; this
also often required sacrificing many interesting and educational details.
The Benefits of the Science-Educator Team
Due to the differences between the scientists’ and educators’ approaches to
exhibit development, it can seem challenging for these two perspectives to work
together. However, despite the differences in the expertise of these two perspectives,
their motivations for exhibit development are the same: to effectively communicate a
specific message. Including both the focus on depth, accuracy, and completeness of
the exhibit message as well as the focus on effective communication media, formats,
and scope strengthened the success of the exhibit at communicating the learning
outcomes.
Developing a content-based interactive exhibit that would communicate
complex research results in a meaningful way to a broad audience also required a
significant amount of compromise from both the perspective of a scientist and an
educator. In order to communicate a scientific topic to a broad audience through a
single exhibit project, it was necessary to narrow down the information to a small
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number of specific messages and the background that was required in order to
understand those messages. This was important in order that the message was clear
and meaningful to a broad audience from a range of backgrounds; although it was one
of the more challenging aspects of exhibit development from the perspective of a
scientist, it was a requirement determined by the audience and setting, and not an
arbitrary demand made by the educator. Similarly, in order to communicate the
scientific topics accurately, it was necessary to be deliberate about translating the
science in a meaningful manner and to retain as much integrity in both the translation
and interpretation as possible. This was a great challenge since many interesting
aspects of the scientific results were not simple and did not convey a single meaning
or message without a significant amount of translation and simplification (requiring a
balance between accuracy and brevity in the interpreted message); this was a
constraint set by the data and results themselves, not by the scientist. The
compromises that needed to be made by each perspective were innate to the
development process itself, but being understanding of both perspectives and utilizing
each design team member’s expertise lead to the development of an exhibit that
effectively communicated a meaningful message to its intended audience.
Without the benefit of an educator’s expertise, it would have been difficult to
pare down exhibit content and condense the communication message into a narrative
that was as approachable, appealing, memorable, and relevant to an informal audience.
In this project, the educator was able to provide a wealth of advice about effective
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communication and exhibit design in general, as well as specific guidance about
designing for the exhibit audience and setting.
Without the benefit of a scientist’s expertise, it would have been difficult to
design an exhibit that conveyed as much breadth, depth, accuracy, and scientific
relevance within the exhibit message. In this project, the scientist was able to provide
access to current research results, meaningful and relevant translations of numerical
model results and scientific background about exhibit topics, as well as materials and
advice that were useful for the interpretation of the exhibit learning outcomes.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
Meeting the Project Goals
Developing an Exhibit Prototype
The goal for development of a prototype was greatly exceeded. The advice I
received from the outset of this project from HMSC educators and from Exhibit
Labels: An Interpretive Approach (Serrell, 1996) was to keep the prototyping process
essentially quick and dirty. If the panels were pieced together or taped to the wall,
they could have been as effective for assessing the exhibit design and layout as panels
with a finalized typography and screen-printing. Similarly, prototyping the computer
interface did not require coordinated color palettes, typography, and graphic elements.
I spent a lot of time on these components that were not essential to the ultimate goal of
communicating specific content in order to learn the different perspectives that would
be involved in the development of a final product. This learning process was
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informative, and possibly increased the attractiveness of the exhibit, the usability of
the interface, and the clarity of the content, but it was also time consuming. Overall,
more was done to increase the aesthetic appeal than was absolutely necessary for
evaluation purposes, bringing the exhibit prototype much closer to a productionquality exhibit than was originally intended.
Evaluating the Success of the Exhibit
I used surveys and interviews during a front-end evaluation in order to
understand the background knowledge and interests of HMSC VC visitors before
interacting with the exhibit. From these I found that the exhibit content was more
accessible to adult audiences, and that visitors leaving the HMSC VC did not
demonstrate a greater knowledge of the content from their experience with other
existing exhibits. I also used various testing methods to improve both the durability
and usability of the computer interface, and made a number of observations about how
members of the design team intuitively interacted with the interface. I found that the
interface was durable and usable in the HMSC VC setting.
During formative evaluation, I used both observations and interviews to
determine whether or not the exhibit successfully communicated the exhibit learning
outcomes to HMSC VC visitors. I found that 6 out of 8 adult and multigenerational
visitor groups who engaged with the exhibit prototype identified themes from the first
learning outcomes. This is evidence that the exhibit successfully communicates the
first learning outcome to HMSC VC visitors from a variety of backgrounds, even
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when their interactions with the exhibit prototype ranged from only reading the
signage (presumably, since no other interaction was observed), to interacting with only
the menu buttons on the computer interface, and to using the visualization in a variety
of ways.
The second learning outcome, recognizing the use of scientific models to study
estuary currents in Olympia Oyster restoration, was less frequently communicated to
visitors. This was due to the lack of integration of explicit scientific modeling content
into the cover story and as part of feedback text in the visualization. Although the
computer interface was found to be useable and durable during visitor interactions, the
design of the information menu, the only computer component to contain scientific
modeling content, was not explicitly enough connected to the visualization to attract
visitors.
Understanding the Development Process
Since I was both the primary scientist and primary educator in exhibit design,
communication between these perspectives (which could be an additional challenge
for a larger development team) was not an issue during exhibit development.
However, I constantly had to make compromises from each of these perspectives
during development in order to balance the scientific and educational value of the
exhibit. These compromises were a result of balancing the scientific content with
audience expectations, not from constraints put on the exhibit design by either the
scientist or the educator. The success of the visualization and exhibit signage at
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communicating the learning outcomes was accomplished by integrating
communication approaches from both of these areas of expertise. The scientific
perspective was invaluable for translating the numerical model results into a
visualization of larval transport, as well as in assisting with the accurate translation of
each of the exhibit components. The educator played a pivotal role in designing and
organizing the exhibit to provide clear and relevant interpretation of the exhibit
message to the audience.
Although the ultimate goal of communicating the exhibit message is shared
between these two perspectives, without understanding the differences between the
basic approaches of these two perspectives, it would have been more difficult to
integrate each expertise in a meaningful way. As a scientist, it was useful for me to
understand the role of learning outcomes and the goal-based scenario framework in
order to focus the translation of the content that was most relevant to the exhibit,
which helped me to be more brief and concise when developing or revising
interpretation. As an educator it helped for me to understand the numerical model
results and science content in order to understand what elements would be most
relevant to include in exhibit interpretation. The scientific content for each individual
exhibit is unique to each project, but there are some general components of exhibit
design that I outline in Appendix A in order to help a scientist understand the various
aspects of the process.
Recommendations
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For Future Development of This Exhibit
Analysis of the formative evaluation observations and interviews, as well as
information gathered during exhibit testing, led to a number of recommendations for
exhibit development that may increase the effectiveness of the exhibit at
communicating learning outcomes and the usability of the exhibit interface:
•

Scientific models should be included in the cover story on the wall
panels and in the visualization feedback in order to more effectively
communicate the second learning outcome.

•

Adding a pop-up that links to relevant content on the third layer of the
information menu based could increase visitor’s use of the information
menu.

•

The scoring criteria should be limited to fewer components.
Interpretation could also be improved by using icons (such as a salt
shaker to represent the salinity requirement), rather than using stars to
represent the score, which graphically convey no interpretive content.

•

Adding a background image to the computer’s home screen that
explains that the activity will restart itself shortly, to decrease visitor
confusion if the program were to close during use.

Exhibit design team members also suggested a number of additional ideas for
exhibit design during initial brainstorming and various stages of exhibit development
that were not included in the exhibit prototype and have not been tested or evaluated.
Further formative evaluation would determine the value of each of the following
components, if these suggestions were included in further exhibit prototyping.
•

This exhibit could be transferred to an on-line environment in order to
reach a broader audience than HMSC VC visitors.

•

Instructions for the interactive could be included on the signage, or on
an additional printout located next to the computer. This could clarify
for visitors how to use the visualization and what it is intended to
communicate.
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•

Audio could be used to repeat the visualization feedback messages out
loud in addition to being used for sound effects.

For Development of Future Exhibits Based on Scientific Results or Data
•

Narrow down the scope of the scientific topic that you will include to
what is appropriate for the type of exhibit you are planning.

•

Choose educational medium carefully based on what is most effective
to communicate the content, but also consider what formats would
work best in the exhibit setting as well as what resources are available
to your design team.

•

Spend some time upfront familiarizing yourself with the exhibit setting,
the expected audience, and the physical and design requirements.

•

Select a theme that aligns closely with the learning outcomes. A
cohesive theme can be a useful tool for determining which content is
most relevant to include in the exhibit.

•

Leave time for testing of prototypes, and be available to troubleshoot
problems when it is first released.

•

Involve the scientific perspective at every stage of exhibit development
in order to ensure that the message that is communicated to visitors
through the text, graphics, and animations is accurate.

For Scientists and Educators Working Closely in Outreach Development
•

Understand each individual’s role, and identify each member of the
design team’s area(s) or expertise at the outset of the project.

•

Involve the scientist’s in the selection of learning outcomes and select
themes that closely relate to his or her expertise.

•

Educators and scientists should work together to develop content,
graphics, and animations that are meaningful and relevant to the exhibit
audience; as a team, they should find a balance between simplifying the
content and communicating an accurate message.

•

Explicitly identify the challenges unique to each perspective as well as
aspects of exhibit design that may be most difficult for the whole
design team from the outset and throughout development, and identify
design team members with expertise in those areas.

•

Allow for creativity. The format of scientific results may be unfamiliar
to an educator, and the design and media for the most effective
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communication may be difficult to identify, but early testing and
evaluation can be an efficient way to assess multiple prototypes.
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APPENDIX A: HOW TO DESIGN A CONTENT-BASED INTERACTIVE
EXHIBIT
The Multiple Perspectives Engaged in Exhibit Development
This section is included in order to provide an introduction to the different
areas of expertise that can contribute to exhibit design. It may be useful for
considering the expertise to seek in order to put together an exhibit design team, or for
considering additional resources that might help to solve a problem or address a
weakness if your design team does not include an individual skilled in each of these
areas.
Exhibit design requires collaboration among the different project contributors,
such as the scientist who is deeply interested in the content and the ideas presented in
the exhibit; the educator who is trying to balance appropriate methods for presenting
the content with the expectations of the audience and setting; the author of any labels
who is trying to keep the story interesting and accurate, but concise; the graphic artist
who is aiming for an aesthetic appeal, but also to communicate a simplified and
readily identifiable version of the content; the computer programmer who wants to
develop an interesting visual, but has limited budget, time, and possibly hardware
constraints; the technical expert who is in charge of setting up a robust tamper-proof
kiosk that meets the requirements of the setting; and by the project manager who
wants to encourage discussion and collaboration between all of these contributors, but
also is aware that the project has a fixed timeline and budget. Each of these roles may
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be assigned to a specific individual or team in the project, or might be shared among a
smaller development team.
Although each of these roles may seem very specific to each individual
involved in the project, many exhibit development tasks require close collaboration
across expertise, even to the extent of overlap of one expert’s functions into the role of
another. Depending on the size of the design team, multiple perspectives on each task
may also be pursued by one person. Exhibit development may seem like the job of an
educator, artist, or programmer, but creating an exhibit to communicate specific
scientific concepts to an informal audience also requires integral participation of a
scientist in order to be maximally effective at achieving the educational goals.
Therefore it is important for a scientist to understand the elements of the process and
the ways which his or her expertise, resources, and efforts can contribute most
effectively, as well as the ways which different aspects of the process might be
personally rewarding or contribute in return to his or her scientific pursuit.
Below is a brief description of the types of expertise that may be involved in
each stage of exhibit development.
•

Scientist: This term is used to generally describe someone who is
intimately familiar with a specific science topic, who has spent years
developing an increasingly complete and specific vocabulary around a
single topic, and building an increasingly complete and specific
understanding of every aspect of that topic. This person is surrounded
by colleagues who also speak this language, and often rarely
professionally interacts with people who have no previous
understanding of the work of the scientist or the field, but who are
interested in learning on some level. This is also a general enough
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description that it could include someone from a technology field, for
instance, whom does not self-identify as a scientist, but perhaps as an
expert in a technical field that they wish to communicate about. These
attributes, which make a scientist an effective and valuable contributor
to his or her own field of research, are also the biggest challenges to
working in outreach. It can be hugely rewarding for a scientist to learn
to effectively share his or her knowledge and passion for a topic, but
the development of communication skills is not trivial and requires
thought, effort, and patience from a scientist as an integral design team
member.
•

Educator: This general term, is used to describe expertise on working
with multiple methods and media for communication and education. I
also use this term to refer to someone with experience-based
knowledge about working with a diversity of audiences and learners.
Considering these two skill sets, an educator’s role, as described in this
thesis, is to provide insight into the appropriateness of different exhibit
formats, themes, and scopes, given the intended physical setting and
audience during the planning stages of the project. This perspective is
also important throughout the project to help guide decision-making
and practice throughout the entire process of exhibit development.

•

Content Writer: The content writer has the job of expressing his or her
own understanding of the content as expressed by the scientist in the
forms of titles, instruction, explanation, or narrative. Although there
may be a writer in the design team who will write the interpretation for
the final exhibit, the initial task of providing a clear background of the
content in an understandable, accurate and relevant form also requires
contributions from the expert scientist, educator, and front-end
evaluation (if relevant).

•

Programmer: A programmer has the job of coding the visualization,
the interface, and possibly any background user tracking databases for a
computer-based exhibit. The specific tasks will vary depending on the
role of a computer in the exhibit and the types of technical interfacing.

•

Technical Expert: A technical expert is in charge of building the kiosk
and integrating the software and hardware components into a durable
and tamper-proof exhibit.

•

Graphic Designer: A graphic designer’s expertise can drastically
streamline some exhibit development areas, such as designing user
interface menus and buttons, selecting a layout and color scheme, and
editing and formatting images. However, during the design process
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there are also likely to be a greater number of iterations required
between the graphic artist, educator, and the scientist for a contentbased exhibit than more artistic exhibits or displays. This may be
directly analogous to the task of writing content because the graphics as
well should be specific and detailed enough to convey content, but
carefully selected and edited so as not to inadvertently convey
misinformation—all while matching the greater exhibit style and being
pleasing to look at.
•

Evaluator: Many outreach projects hire external evaluators, or do no
evaluation at all. The role of an evaluator is traditionally to develop
evaluation methods, collect data, analyze data, and then to provide a
report that addresses, in this case, the effectiveness of the exhibit at
communicating learning outcomes.

•

Other: Someone needs to organize the project, be aware of the
priorities, and make sure everyone stays on task, on time, and on
budget. There are also jobs, which, depending on the type of exhibit,
may not require an active team member throughout the process. These
include printing, or building the exhibit setting, such as lighting, panels,
screen-printing on walls, constructing a table, or housing the exhibit,
for example.

Narrowing Down an Exhibit Scope
This section is titled “narrowing down an exhibit scope,” because it’s more
likely to be this than beefing anything up, given the great number of interesting
aspects to the content being communicated in scientific outreach projects. The
duration of engagement time for visitors in free-choice learning settings varies largely
by the exhibit, the setting, and visitor interests. In a recent visitor study at a singlemonitor computer-based exhibit in the HMSC VC, most visitors were observed to
spend less than one minute at the exhibit, and few visitors were observed to spend
more than 4 minutes (Mikulak, 2009). It is important to be selective about the scope
of an exhibit so that the purpose of the exhibit is clear to the visitor quickly in order to
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reach the largest possible audience. A small and specific scope is also helpful to guide
decisions about what aspects of the science content would be most relevant to include.
Outlined below are some tips for limiting content to an appropriate amount for your
exhibit. This process should involve multiple perspectives at this stage, including one
or more expert scientists as well as educators, in order to find a balance between an
interesting amount of content and too much detail for the type of exhibit being planned
and its expected audience.
•

Narrow down the exhibit scope to one or two specific topics.

•

Think not only of the topic you want to convey, but about what
specifically it is that you want to say about the topic in this exhibit
(Serrell, 1996).

•

Be selective about the amount of background knowledge necessary in
order to convey the broader topic. You do not want the visitor to be
confused, nor should they be overwhelmed by details. Front-end
evaluation can help you choose and eliminate some components.

•

Keep the theme and message of the exhibit closely related to the exhibit
topic. If the theme is not within the expertise of the scientist(s) on the
exhibit design team, it may be important to identify a different theme in
order to utilize the expertise you have available.

•

Once you have made a diligent effort at this step in exhibit
development planning, try writing learning outcomes. It is likely that
alternating between these two steps will improve the exhibit focus as
well as the learning outcomes.

Suggested Resources:
An excellent source for initial planning of a new exhibit is Exhibit Labels: An
Interpretive Approach, by Serrell (1996). One key idea from this text is the
importance of focusing an exhibit on a single theme (Serrell, 1996). This theme
should be consistent throughout the exhibit, in fact the ruler from which you determine
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which content is included in the exhibit, and which stays on the production floor, so to
speak, and it should be made abundantly clear to the visitor. In Serrell’s words: “a
powerful exhibition idea will clarify, limit, and focus the nature and scope of an
exhibition and provide a well-defined goal against which to rate its success” (1996).
Writing Learning Outcomes
Once you have outlined the educational objectives of the exhibit (what you
intend to convey), a second step is to write learning outcomes based on those
objectives. Learning outcomes are statements of what you expect the visitor to know
or be able to demonstrate after interacting with your exhibit (Kennedy, Hyland, &
Ryan, 2006). A learning outcome includes a way to assess the outcome within the
statement. For example, if you expected a visitor to learn where on a map of an
estuary the currents are the fastest, the learning outcome could be written, “Identify
locations of the fastest estuary currents.” The end goal of the exhibit is that visitors
who have interacted with the exhibit would be able to identify locations on the map,
such as by pointing, if asked. This is a measurable task that can be used for exhibit
evaluation; it should also guide how the exhibit is designed.
Multiple perspectives from the exhibit design team should be involved in the
process of writing learning outcomes, including both the scientist and educator, to
assure that the learning outcomes are representative of the primary scientific content
objects and are also appropriate for the exhibit and its audience. Below are some
strategies for writing learning outcomes:
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•

Exhibit learning outcomes cannot be as long or in-depth as curriculum
or lesson plans.

•

A single exhibit should be limited to 1-5 learning outcomes; a small
exhibit should be limited to 3 or fewer.

•

Don’t break the outcomes into categories by presumed differences in
visitor background knowledge; write content so that it is approachable
and understandable by everyone (Serrell, 1996).

•

Brainstorming content by topic can serve as a building block toward
learning outcomes, but later drafts should also consider a unifying
theme or take-away message about the content.

•

Use action words so that the learning outcomes are measurable
(Kennedy, Hyland, & Ryan, 2006) and also so it is more clear to
everyone on the design team what a positive end result would look like
in order that everyone is working toward the same goal (examples of
action words for learning outcomes are listed in Kennedy et al.’s
article, “Writing and Using Learning Outcomes: A Practical Guide”
(2006); many similar lists are also readily available on the internet).

•

Although learning outcomes should guide exhibit design, revise them if
the exhibit development plans change.

Suggested Resources:
Kennedy et al.’s article, “Writing and Using Learning Outcomes: A Practical
Guide” (2006), explains what learning outcomes are and how to use them in
curriculum design. They describe the difference between learning outcomes and
objectives and the appropriate use of action verbs to assess students’ knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of ideas. The outline
format of Kennedy et al.’s article makes it easily accessible as a tool for non-experts
who may be unfamiliar with the practice of writing learning outcomes.
A more comprehensive resource for those wanting to learn more about the
theory behind learning outcomes, often referred to as backward design, and how to
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communicate for greater and deeper understanding is Wiggins and McTighe’s book
Understanding by Design (2005).
Understanding the Exhibit Audience and Location
Understanding the physical location for the exhibit is an important step in
exhibit design. Being flexible is also important, as the criteria may be subject to
change. Some practical building considerations that can be influenced by the location
selection include:
•

whether a table will be provided for the computer, or whether a selfstanding exhibit would be necessary;

•

how much space there is for signage—what number, sizes, and shapes
are possible—and how they could be displayed or mounted;

•

whether it would be possible to have audio with the exhibit or not; or

•

if there is water nearby or other potentially damaging hazards.

The location also affects content and exhibit design considerations such as:
•

whether it is a quiet or noisy setting so visitors would likely be able to
focus longer on a more complex exhibit;

•

if seating at the exhibit is possible, which could also increase a visitor’s
ability to focus;

•

how good the lighting is around the exhibit and if font sizes needed to
be increased; or

•

whether there are exhibits nearby with overlapping content that need to
be taken into consideration.

It is also important to understand the type of audience that is common at your
exhibit location. Previous visitor demographic data may be available from the
location, but front-end evaluation can also provide more specific information about
visitor knowledge and interest in exhibit content areas. Some examples of
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considerations about the exhibit audience and location that could affect design
considerations include;
•

whether the center has a specific focus, such as marine science or
conservation, that could help guide your selection of an appropriate
exhibit theme;

•

whether or not the audience is likely to expect a hands-on and
interactive exhibits (if other exhibits in the setting are hands-on, it may
not be appropriate to include anything fragile or that would not
withstand constant use); or

•

if children and family groups are common, then it is important to
design the content appropriately as well as to avoid physical
components that are prone to breaking or causing injury.

I will briefly note a final set of considerations for an exhibit in any public
setting: meeting guidelines and criteria to meet the American Disabilities Act and to
be respectful of individuals with physical disabilities. This can include considerations
such as leaving room for wheelchairs at tables (Bitgood, 1991), being redundant with
the use of audio and textual content (Serrell, 1996), and considering color-blindness.
The setting you are designing for should be able to guide you in specific
considerations. In addition to considering disabilities, there are also a number of
design components to keep in mind in order to increase usability by all audiences.
Make sure that text is not too high, or too small (Serrell, 1996), and that any buttons,
levers, keyboards, or computer mice are large enough and are easily and readily within
reach (Heath, Lehn & Osborne, 2005). There are many additional resources about
what is referred to as universal design for exhibits. I have only included a few
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suggestions here because what would be a useful resource for advice depends highly
on the specifics of the exhibit being developed.
Choosing Exhibit Media: The Use of Computers and Technology
A large amount of scientific research is increasingly done on computers; a
large amount of communication is also done via computers, including the design of
educational technology and exhibits. However, it is important to keep in mind the
potential strengths and weaknesses of selecting a computer-based exhibit for your
project, based on the content you wish to communicate and the format of your
research. In order to aid an informed selection of media to include in the design of an
interactive exhibit, I have examined some common presumptions about and issues
with computer-based exhibits, recommended solutions to those concerns, and ideas of
other types of interactive media. I focus on computer-based exhibits for two reasons:
a) computers are currently popular and frequently selected for interactive exhibits, and
b) the exhibit that is the focal point of this thesis uses a computer. Exhibit designers
employing other technologies may also find some of the concepts here to be
applicable.
Common Misconceptions About Computer-Based Exhibits
A misconception that exhibit designers may have about computers is that they
will enhance visitor interaction time and the ability to communicate scientific ideas
(DeVary, 2008; Heath, Lehn & Osborne, 2005). One reason for this misconception
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may be that computers can readily be made into interactive exhibits, and it is common
to associate interactive experiences with increased learning. However, designing for
interactivity rather than communication can make an exhibit unnecessarily
complicated and detract from the message (Bitgood, 1991). For example, start buttons
that simply turn on part of an exhibit do not help visitors perceive cause and effect, but
do require the visitor to learn and follow an additional step in order to use the exhibit,
make it harder to get at the exhibit message (Bitgood, 1991). The use of a computer is
not going to in itself help reach the goal of communicating content. A computer is a
presentation medium, not the presentation itself.
Another possibly related misconception is that there are fewer limitations to
the amount of content you can include in a computer-based exhibit, and this format
may therefore be better suited for communicating a complicated message. To the
contrary, it is argued that a clear, limited, and focused exhibit idea is the most
powerful (Serrell, 1996). For example, hypertext is a common way to layer computerbased content, but a research study to investigate computer-based education styles
found that hypertext was not the most effective method at communicating structural
knowledge (Reimann & Zumbach, 1999). Instead, limiting the exhibit content can
remove an unnecessary layer of complexity and improve the flow and clarity of the
exhibit.
A final common presumption about computer-based exhibits is that they
facilitate social interaction and collaboration (Heath, Lehn & Osborne, 2005). This
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may stem from the idea that computer exhibits are often selected to be “interactive”,
but this interaction is often between the computer and a single user (Heath, Lehn &
Osborne, 2005). In one study of touchscreen exhibits, it was found that more of the
discussion was about how to use the exhibit, rather than focusing on the content
(Hindmarsh et al., 2005). Possibly due in part to changes in way computer interfaces
are incorporated in museum setting and used, more recent literature is inconclusive
about the impact that computers have on social interaction. However, computers do
not necessarily facilitate greater social interaction amongst visitor groups than other
media.
Technical Challenges and Solutions
When deciding whether or not to use a computer-based exhibit format, it is
also useful to keep in mind some common technical issues that arise with the use of
computers in informal environments. The types of challenges that you may encounter
can depend on both the setting of your exhibit, and the types of technology you will
employ. A discussion with someone at the location you are designing for who is
familiar with common visitor interactions with exhibits may help you to narrow down
what preventative measures to focus on. There are many ways in which unintended
user error can cause a failure of a poorly designed or improperly tested computer
exhibit. Intentional tampering can also occur; it is important to prepare for both.
Some examples of the intentional tampering that were observed in an observational
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study of computer exhibits at an annual scientific meeting (Weadock et al., 2002) are
listed below.
•

Surfing the Web

•

Running other software programs on the computer

•

Viewing an exhibit’s hypertext markup language (HTML) code

•

Searching for files on a hard disk

•

Attempting to print

•

Turning the computer off

•

Deleting the entire exhibit from the computer

The technical solutions to any computer problems can vary depending on the
specific choices of hardware and software; it is recommended that you seek assistance
from a technical expert with experience in kiosk or exhibit development to address
your specific needs. Also, leave a significant amount of time throughout each stage of
the project for testing the durability of the exhibit, including testing it in its final
setting. Neglecting this process is likely to be the cause of many of the common
failures of computer exhibits, because many of them are preventable. However, this
is a lengthy and technically challenging process. If time is not explicitly set aside for
this step, or the skill sets are not available to a development group, the exhibit
computer may not be properly set-up to survive in the setting for which the exhibit
was intended. The risk of this is that the exhibit interface that you may have invested
a large amount of time, energy, and funding into developing may not be displayed.
Depending on the frequency with which the exhibit is monitored to check the display,
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this could mean that a large percentage of the intended audience would never see the
content you were trying to communicate.
Another solution to common computer problems could also come in the form
of deciding to use technology in a different way than with a computer monitor
interface. Perhaps an exhibit with buttons controlling LED lights, or audio speakers
could enhance a non-computer-based exhibit. Or, if your reason for wanting to use a
computer in the first place is to be able to layer information in the exhibit, some lowtech solutions such as flip-panels could accomplish the same goals (Bitgood, 1991).
As common as computers are, printed labels are still an excellent medium for
typography, and may be easier for visitors to use.
Suggested Resource:
An informative study by Weadock et al. (2002) describes the functionality of
computer exhibits at an annual scientific meeting and notes the type of tampering that
can occur in informal settings, identifies common features of the more functional
exhibits, and includes an appendix of suggested modifications for computer-based
exhibits. During the study, about ten percent of the computer exhibits were found to
be inoperable at any given time, although some exhibits were always functioning and
others failed much more often. Overall, issues tended not to be caused by the
presentations, but were due to the configuration of the computer hardware and
software.
Designing a User-Friendly Computer Interface
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When designing an exhibit that uses a computer as an interactive device or
another type of hands-on activity, it is important to streamline the interface so that it is
intuitive, fast, and easy for visitors to use. Otherwise, a visitor’s understanding of the
content or motivation to continue the interaction is likely to suffer.
Rather than studying theory or reading any books or articles, a good first step
for thinking about the exhibit interface design is to think about successful interfaces
for technology and games that you are familiar with. For example, some interfaces
that are relatively standard and that are designed to be intuitive for a diversity of users
are ATM machines and grocery store check-out kiosks. Some characteristics of these
two interfaces are that they:
•

have very few steps per screen,

•

have consistent button locations regardless of which screen of the menu
is up,

•

include literal instructions for what to do next on every screen (some
even including a graphic example), and

•

have very little text overall.

It could also be a useful exercise to think further about a game, an exhibit, or a
website (be creative) that you enjoy or that might share some common characteristics
with the exhibit being planned and brainstorm what characteristics of that interface are
effective to use. Sharing these ideas with the exhibit design team is useful to open
communication about the interface, or to use as a reference throughout the design
process in order that the goals of the exhibit are clear.
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In addition to using this observational approach to studying how to create a
user-friendly interface, there are many practical and theoretical books and articles
about interactive exhibits. At the end of this section, I list two suggested resources
that provide an approachable overview of ideas. I have also distilled some key
guidance in the list of things to consider in the design in the following paragraphs.
Make it clear to the visitor how to use the exhibit without relying on words or
written instructions. From computer game theory, game players develop a ‘visual
intelligence’ and learn to look for icons and graphics rather than text (DeVary, 2008).
For visitors who may not be as familiar with computer games, this same design
strategy of using graphics and layout to help guide the visitor can make the exhibit feel
more intuitive to use, and leave a majority of the text to focus on interpretation rather
than instruction (Bitgood, 1991; Serrell, 1996). Some strategies for accomplishing
this are to locate interactive controls in the exhibit where the visitor would intuitively
expect them, or to use bright buttons so that they stand out (Bitgood, 1991). The
success of this can be tested and improved by observing visitor behavior with the
exhibit during formative evaluation (Serrell, 1996) or testing.
Ensure that the exhibit response to the visitor’s input provides clear feedback
in a timely manner (Bitgood, 1991). This means that when a visitor pushes a button or
pulls a lever, the exhibit should provide feedback to indicate that the exhibit is
physically responding, such as by moving, making a noise, or changing what appears
on the screen. This feedback should also relate to the exhibit message, so that the
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cause and effect relationship between the visitor’s interaction and the exhibit feedback
contributes to the effectiveness of the exhibit at communicating content (Bitgood,
1991); it has been found that comprehension can be improved when exhibit text
encourages a specific interaction at the same time as asking a specific question
(Serrell, 1996).
The types of controls for the exhibit, and the number of steps it takes to
complete a meaningful interaction with the exhibit should be carefully selected for the
exhibit and setting. For computer-based exhibits, touch screen monitors can be easy to
master compared with using a keyboard, which would also require instructions to
indicate which keys to use or in which order (Bitgood, 1991). Also, if a series of steps
is required in order to reach an end goal, the number of interactive steps with
directions should be minimized, and the series should be easy to follow (Serrell,
1996).
Suggested Resources:
Stephen Bitgood, in his scholarly reviewed article, “Suggested Guidelines for
Designing Interactive Exhibits” (1991), describes appropriate design strategies for a
range of interactive exhibit media and styles. Bitgood discusses evaluation, physical
design, interpretation, and exhibit interface types. His purpose is to outline the
educational impact that different types of exhibits and interactions as well as many of
the challenges found with interactive exhibits in order to assist the design process and
improve the quality of interactive exhibits. Bitgood’s article clearly and concisely
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argues his points made in numbered lists and tables and is approachable and useable
by non-experts as well as exhibit designers and educators. Although this is not a new
resource, effective educational interface design has not significantly changed since
computer games, such as The Oregon Trail, became popular in the 1970’s.
Serrell’s book, Exhibit Labels: An Interpretive Approach (1996), also includes
useful advice about visitor expectations as well as organizing and writing labels for
interactive exhibits.
Computer Communication Frameworks
A communication framework is a way to organize the exhibit tone and
structure in order to encourage a specific type of interaction or behavior. Part of this
process, for example, could involve defining the role of the visitor in the exhibit: will
the visitor be reading narratives from an authoritative voice, or will the visitor be
asked to solve a problem and engage with the exhibit by playing the role of an expert?
A communication strategy can make the exhibit purpose more clear to both the
designers and the visitors. A clear communication strategy can also provide criteria
for deciding what exhibit content or design elements to keep or cut, or for how to
design new components of the exhibit.
Three common communication strategies for computer exhibits include goalbased scenarios, tutorials, and hypertext. A goal-based scenario presents a mission or
goal for a user in order to teach a target set of skills rather than facts (Schank et al.,
1994). Content is not presented to the user up-front, but is made available through
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experiences that user has with the activity. A tutorial often includes the presentation
of a module or series of modules that present background information to the user and
typically each end with a quiz. Hypertext is less structured than the other two formats.
Often content is made available through a series of links which the user can freely
select in any order.
A study by Zumbach and Reimann (1999) assessed the effectiveness of these
three approaches at communicating declarative (fact-related) knowledge and structural
(relationships between facts and concepts) knowledge. The tutorial method was
determined to be the most effective at teaching fact-related knowledge, followed by a
goal-based scenario. A goal-based scenario communicated structural knowledge the
best; no significant difference was found between the other two methods. Zumbach
and Reimann also found that student motivation did not decrease over time in a goalbased scenario, although it did for the other teaching approaches (1999).
Suggested Resource:
In the article, “The Design of Goal-Based Scenarios” (1994), Schank et al.
wrote a comprehensive description of what a goal-based scenario is and how to design
one as an effective educational tool. Schank et al. include an explanation of the theory
behind a goal-based scenario, practical advice for outlining a scenario and designing
each component, and examples of successful goal-based scenario games and
educational programs.
Planning Evaluation and Testing Methods
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As with selecting exhibit media, when selecting an evaluation plan for an
exhibit, you start by thinking about the exhibit learning outcomes and setting and work
from there to develop a plan that meets the goals of the project. There are up to four
stages in evaluation, as well as multiple methods to select from that can be included in
each stage. Each has its own purpose, strengths and weaknesses, so it is important to
cater the evaluation plan to the specific project in order to get the most value from the
results.
Front-end evaluation is the first evaluation stage used to learn about visitors’
background knowledge and interests prior to exhibit development (Diamond, 2009). It
can be used to learn more generally about the exhibit audience as well as to inform
specific design questions before starting. Formative evaluation occurs during
development and is used to examine how well exhibit prototypes function and
communicate the exhibit message (Diamond, 2009). After the exhibit is open to the
public, remedial evaluation can be used to troubleshoot problems with the exhibit or
determine any small adjustments that could maximize the exhibit’s effectiveness
(Diamond, 2009). Summative evaluation is then used to assess the final impact that
the exhibit has.
There are multiple methods for evaluation at each stage, and different
approaches to each method that can be used depending on the type of information you
want to study. Some standard methods are observations, interviews, questionnaires
and focus groups. Observation can be used for purposes that vary from counting how
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many visitors use an exhibit, tracking how visitors use an exhibit, to a more detailed
system to understand some visitor behaviors in-depth (Diamond, 2009). Interviews
and questionnaires are used to gain more insight into the visitor’s thoughts and
perspectives rather than behaviors. Interview methods can range from conversations
that follow a flow of thought to structured interviews which strictly conform to a set of
questions written ahead of time and can be conducted in person, with groups, or
remotely. Questionnaires are similar to interviews in many ways, but have the
advantage that responses may be less influenced by the evaluator and the disadvantage
that there is no way to clarify or validate visitor responses (Diamond, 2009). Focus
groups may not be appropriate for informal audiences, since they often require getting
a group of people together for an extended amount of time. However, they may be
useful as a type of formative evaluation as a way to collect data about responses from
volunteers or employees with experience working with visitors in the exhibit setting.
Although some or all of these evaluation methods, and the methods frequently
used in assessment may be unfamiliar to a scientist, they are important in exhibit
development. For example, analyzing interviews using qualitative methods could
provide in-depth information about how visitors conceptualize scientific content that is
presented in the exhibit. For an exhibit focused on conceptual content, this could be a
more appropriate evaluation method than statistically analyzing survey responses (or,
the two could be combined). To learn more about evaluation techniques than is
provided in the brief synopsis above and before you begin your evaluation, I would
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recommend referencing the suggested resource below. I have also outlined some more
general suggestions for incorporating evaluation into the exhibit design process below.
•

Pilot each evaluation method with a small subset of visitors before
investing the time to collect a full set of data. Writing effective survey
and interview questions, or planning usable observation methods can be
challenging and requires iterations, the same as writing effective
exhibit content.

•

Set aside time explicitly for each stage of evaluation including
planning, piloting, data collection, and analysis of front-end, formative,
remedial, and summative from the outset of the project.

•

Also set aside ample time (months, depending on the project’s status)
for completing any necessary documents such as Institutional Review
Board (IRB) applications and appropriate turn-around times for
responses (find out from your university or business about any IRB
requirements).

•

If using a computer or other technology-based interactive media, also
set aside time for testing and troubleshooting. It can take just as much
work to design and test an interface that can effectively present the
exhibit content as designing and testing the effectiveness of the exhibit
content at communicating the exhibit message.

•

Before settling on an evaluation plan, talk with a representative from
the exhibit location to make sure your plan is compatible with their
needs and their visitors’ expectations. When conducting evaluation, be
respectful of the visitors’ purpose for being in the museum or science
center and design methods that will have a minimal impact on their
visit.

•

Also check to see if there is a standard demographic format that is used
by the museum or setting that you are working with that you might be
able to use in any of your own questionnaires or surveys. This can save
you writing your own, and also provide some background data that you
can make comparisons to.

Suggested Resource:
Diamond’s book Practical Evaluation Guide (2009), summarizes evaluation in
museums and other informal learning institutions from planning, practice, to
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presentation. She explains how to select and use appropriate evaluation tools with
specific examples throughout the book. Diamond also considers the National Science
Foundation evaluation framework for informal science education (Friedman, 2008) in
her descriptions. The Practical Evaluation Guide is a concise reference for nonexperts to develop and conduct evaluation, or to understand the process if using
external evaluators or the expertise of an exhibit design team member. Diamond also
includes a list of her own recommended resources for further reading at the end of her
book.
Interpreting Exhibit Content
Interpretation encompasses more than writing narrative text about an exhibit
topic. If still graphics are included in the exhibit, interpretation also encompasses the
careful selection of appropriate images, and editing of images or creation of new
graphic elements to highlight ideas and work with the text at communicating exhibit
content. If an animation or hands-on activity is included with the exhibit,
interpretation also involves explaining the use of the visual or interactive as well as the
content it is intended to express succinctly through a combination of carefully chosen
and located text and graphics, as well as through adaptations made to the component
itself. Each of these exhibit components require different skill sets and approaches,
and they each need to be designed to compliment each other and fit together.
Writing Exhibit Text
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Writing interpretive text for an exhibit requires balancing information about
the science or content you are trying to communicate, the expectations of the audience
you are communicating to, and the theme and scope of the exhibit, which is your
communication medium. Visitors prefer labels where the idea is interpreted quickly,
easily, and clearly (Serrell, 1996); however, well-written labels are not likely to
happen on the first attempt and knowing what is easy for visitors to understand will
probably require some form of testing or evaluation. There is no substitute for
practice, perseverance, and prototyping, but listed below are some key points that may
aid the process. These ideas are pared down from Serrell’s in-depth guide, Exhibit
Labels: An Interpretive Approach (1996), although many of the sentiments from this
text are also repeated in other sources
•

Interpretation is not the same thing as information; it may include
information, but interpretation is a revelation that is intended to appeal
to a wide audience, be useful in understanding the exhibit, and to be
enjoyable (Serrell, 1996).

•

The exhibit should be written using a vocabulary that is appropriate for
a range of audiences, so that it is approachable and understandable to
visitors. One way to determine what is appropriate vocabulary for a
large audience if you are an expert in the topic you are writing about is
through front-end evaluation (Serrell, 1996).

•

Even if you have composed well-written and interesting narrative
labels, visitors are more likely to read shorter sections of text, and to
read those more thoroughly (Serrell, 1996). In order to increase the
amount of text that visitors read, it is advised to pare text into separate
chunks or paragraphs that each contain and single idea.

•

It may be tempting to write more text for a computer exhibit because of
the ability to layer text; if you decide to do this, be sure to keep in mind
the same strategies for well-written labels and limit text to about 50
words per page (Serrell, 1996).
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•

The later stages of the evaluation process can also be useful in
improving the exhibit content, or determining which pieces are the
most interesting and effective for your audience (visitors will read
labels that they find interesting out loud more often (Serrell, 1996)).

For a scientist, this advice may sound logical in theory, but can be extremely
challenging in practice, whether you are writing or revising exhibit labels. This is
because of the difficulty in conveying a complete and accurate scientific explanation
in few words, especially when you do not know each audience member’s background
knowledge. If you are involved in drafting content as a scientist, write multiple drafts
and use feedback from the educator, content writer, or evaluation results to narrow
down the aspects of the science that are most relevant and interesting for your
particular exhibit. If you are revising content, you may have ideas about details that
could make the narrative more interesting or relevant, but also make sure that the
science content is being included as the core of each label. In order to accomplish a
successful balance, keep the learning outcomes in mind; an explanation may be too
long for the space because it is not focused on a specific enough message for the
exhibit scope.
In addition to these considerations for writing exhibit text in general, I have
included some advice below specifically about writing captions. Some of the most
important components of exhibit text are captions (Serrell, 1996). Object or image
captions are more likely to be read that text without a visual counterpart. They will
also increase the visitors’ tendency to alternate between reading and looking while
pointing and talking, including a more social component to their experience with the
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exhibit (Serrell, 1996). In addition, having a connection between what the text is
about, and a concrete object that the visitor can see or feel, increases the visitors’
comprehension of the text (Serrell, 1996).
•

In order to write effective captions, begin with the visual or concrete
information about the object being referenced and expand into a
broader narrative, rather than working from the general to the specific
(Serrell, 1996).

•

Do not make generalizations based on one object or graphic in an
exhibit label (Serrell, 1996).

•

Be careful when selecting or designing the objects or images that
interact with those captions in the exhibit (see the next section for more
detailed advice about this process).

Selecting and Creating Useful Graphics and Images
Writing textual labels is not the only translation of content that is needed for an
exhibit. You also need to consider that an informal audience from a variety of age
groups and backgrounds will not be familiar immediately with the content of many of
the images and diagrams in the exhibit. A number of steps need to be taken in order to
ensure that the graphics within the exhibit also aid understanding and learning rather
than detracting from the content of the exhibit by drawing attention but conveying no
information, misinformation, or communicating the message poorly.
The first step for compiling and drafting graphics for an exhibit or project is to
select a graphic style so that all of the pieces in the exhibit will fit together cohesively.
This gives you a second criterion, in addition to the big picture or central message of
the exhibit, by which to determine what images and graphic elements to keep and what
to cut. This is similar to selecting a voice or a tone for writing text, if selecting
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pictures can be considered analogous to selecting quotes, and writing labels can be
considered analogous to drawing or designing new graphics. Below is a list of the
types of elements to consider and a few methods to approach the process.
•

Think of the audience that you want to draw to the exhibit; if you want
to attract younger kids, for example, use brighter colors and simpler
graphics.

•

Compile images that visually appeal to you or seem to match what you
are looking for. The internet can be a great resource for finding a huge
number of images and ideas.

•

Also, compile the images and figures that you already have that you
believe are going to be included in the exhibit.

•

Select a color palette to work from. This choice can be guided by the
images you compile during step 2; it could also take into account the
setting where the exhibit will be going.

•

Select a font style.

The process of compiling images for a content-based exhibit will often heavily
involve the scientist. Photographs taken during field or lab work can be valuable, and
plots, diagrams, and other images that the scientist is familiar with or regularly uses to
communicate the content or results are also useful. Although these graphics may be
too detailed or include too many components to communicate a specific idea as part of
the final exhibit, they can be useful for communicating with the graphic artist about
what details to include and how to convey an idea if he or she is creating cartoons for
the exhibit.
The second step for working with exhibit graphics is to select what graphics to
use in the exhibit and what messages they will be used to communicate. One
important component of this is selecting each graphic in order to convey a specific
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idea (Serrell, 1996). Graphics selected for their aesthetic appeal alone are more likely
to detract from the primary goal of the exhibit by drawing the visitor’s attention away
from other exhibit components designed for communication. Also, selecting one
graphic to convey multiple messages (unless it is a large central graphic with multiple
labels) can be too confusing and difficult to interpret clearly.
The next step, to help make the use of diagrams and images most effective at
communicating content, is adapting the graphics that were compiled to convey the
information intended more readily. Some examples of how adaptations to scientific
graphics can help non-scientists interpret their meaning are discussed in the article
“Seeing Satellite Data” (Phipps & Rowe, 2009). In physical science disciplines it is
common and often preferred to use a rainbow color scale to represent a large number
of variables. These colors are preferable because they have a high contrast and thus
can communicate a great amount of detail along gradients, and it is understood to look
to the legend in order to determine what variable is represented. It was found that for
the general public, there are a number of issues with this color scale that affected the
time and accuracy of the user’s ability to interpret the meaning conveyed in scientific
images (Phipps & Rowe, 2009). Also, the article points out that in scientific plots, the
axes often list latitude and longitude, but political geographic boundaries and labels
are not as consistent. Simply adding such labels can add to the amount of information
readily conveyed by the image (Phipps & Rowe, 2009).
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Designing appropriate graphics may require the use of image editing software
in order to highlight the important parts of a photo, or to alter a diagram or drawing to
only include relevant parts. To communicate more complicated concepts, it may also
require moving elements around or adding graphics. For this, Clker or other public
domain graphic libraries (there may even be one in your field, such as NOAA image
libraries) are useful resources to consider. Clker is an “online royalty free public
domain clip art” repository that is easily searchable for graphic components
(www.clker.com). However, when adding interpretive elements keep in mind the
learning outcomes so that all of the graphical content is designed in support of the
exhibit message. As with selecting what graphics to include, do not add graphic
elements for aesthetic reasons alone; be guided instead by the goal of clarity and
communication of the content.
Selecting and designing graphics is likely to require just as many iterations as
writing text will between a content writer and expert. The scientist should be actively
involved in design to ensure the accuracy of both these aspects of interpretation.
Suggested Resource:
Phipps and Rowe studied a number of cultural differences between trained
scientists’ perceptions of images, and the general public’s ability to grasp meaning
from complex science visualizations (2009). Their article, “Seeing Satellite Data”
(2009), provides examples of how relatively simple alterations or additions to
scientific images can significantly improve public understanding of the image content.
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Translating Complex Research Results
Translating complex research results into some form of visual aid, animation,
visualization, physical display, or activity can be a valuable exhibit component, but it
can also lead to many new exhibit design challenges. Scientific research results
included in a visualization have to balance the same criteria as exhibit text and
graphics: the science content, audience expectations, and exhibit theme and scope. In
addition, there may be constraints on what is possible to include in the exhibit and
how it can be included into the exhibit due to the format of the results. For example, if
the research area covers a large spatial area, it may be important to have space in the
exhibit for a large map. If a significant component of the results also include a change
over time, it may be important to design for an interactive format such as flip-panels, a
light up display, or a computer animation in order to communicate the change visually
to the audience. Some suggested strategies to consider in order to design an exhibit to
communicate complex scientific results are outlined below.
•

Be upfront about the format of the results and any foreseeable spatial or
technical constraints that the results may put on the exhibit design
during the early stages of exhibit design—such as when choosing an
exhibit scope, layout, and location—and keep these in mind during the
entire process. If the research results are central to the display, keep
this in high regard when selecting learning outcomes.

•

Reduce the number of variables, if possible or appropriate, and limit the
results included in the final display format to the scope and themes of
the exhibit.

•

Keep in mind and adjust for cultural differences between the scientific
field and the exhibit audience. For example, a scientist may be used to
readily interpreting certain color scales or spatial axes for various plots
that may be foreign to a public audience (Phipps & Rowe, 2009).
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•

Include a legend and clear labels for everything in the display. It is
important to be clear about the details to remove as many barriers to
understanding of the concept as possible.

As with the tasks of translating exhibit text and static graphic images, the task
of developing and interpreting an animated visualization component requires multiple
iterations and the consideration of feedback from the scientist, educator, and graphic
artist perspectives as well as from any evaluation and testing results and possibly the
programmer. Simplifying and selecting specific aspects from scientific data or results
for a display in order to get a focused message across may mean that some of the
details that are represented are inaccurate, less accurate, or incomplete. It is important
for the scientist to be involved in the translation process as well as the interpretation in
order to make sure that the final message is clear and does not inadvertently
communicate misconceptions about other aspects of the science (for some examples,
see the section Interactive Computer Interface Testing in Chapter 4). The educator
and graphic artist perspectives are important to provide feedback about the clarity of
the visualization as well as of the user interface, an additional feature often necessary
for animations or activity components that can provide a barrier to the content if not
designed well.
Suggested Resources:
Colin Ware has a number of articles and a book, Visual Thinking for Design
(2008), about advanced data visualization, especially for ocean mapping. His book
provides in-depth explanations of design theory and visual processes in the brain that
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may be more suitable for experts but could also be an informative reference for
specific design issues or concerns.
Edward Tufte also has a number of books and publications about visually
displaying and communicating quantitative information. Although his writing style is
clear and approachable, and Tufte uses many examples in his descriptions, these
resources are also recommended for experts or individuals with a keen interest in
visual communication.
Prototyping
Prototyping an exhibit is part of formative evaluation used to determine the
functionality of the exhibit and the effectiveness of the exhibit design at
communicating the exhibit message. In order to effectively prototype an exhibit, the
exhibit does not have to be complete, nor does it need to be built in a polished style
(Serrell, 1996). For example, in order to prototype a static display, the panels do not
need to be screen-printed or laminated. Changes between prototypes can also be made
with paper and tape in order to save cost and time. Flip-panels, or hands-on elements
can be produced with temporary materials such as cardboard, as long as they can
withstand use for the duration of the formative evaluation. It may seem like a concern
that visitors would be less drawn to a prototype exhibit that does not appear finished,
but measures of how many visitors use the exhibit and how great of an impact the
exhibit has statistically are concerns for summative, not formative evaluation
(Diamond, 2009). Formative evaluation and prototyping is intended to determine how
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visitors use the exhibit and how effect the exhibit design is at communicating a
message.
Prototyping for computer or technical displays is slightly different from static
displays because it can be hard to design a rough draft copy of an interface. For
example, if the interface does not function, it may not be possible to evaluate how
visitors use the interface and whether they are able to get to the message. However,
prototyping is a valuable and often time-saving process in exhibit development; below
I have listed some ideas for prototyping computer exhibits.
•

Prototype early. When you have a functioning interface of the first
layer of content, or the exhibit structure, try prototyping before you
invest too much time perfecting each element. This way, if you learn
that you need to make any changes to the exhibit, you will not have to
backtrack as far.

•

The computer does not have to be setting-proof for prototyping. If an
evaluator has the ability to reset the computer, or assist if a visitor has
any difficulties with the computer functionality, it may still be possible
to collect information about the interface, as long as the computer can
be shut down or removed when evaluation is complete.

•

Use rough graphics for prototype versions. Test or prototype the
exhibit interface to determine what graphic elements are effective
before investing time and effort into graphic detail.

•

You do not necessarily need all of the final hardware for prototyping.
For example, it may be possible to use the computer speakers for
prototyping before installing speakers in the exhibit space, or to use a
temporary mouse even if it may not be durable to withstand long-term
use.

•

Prototyping does not have to be a lengthy process. Depending on your
evaluation methods and requirements, it may be possible to collect all
of the data you need in only a half-day of formative evaluation.

•

Prototyping should not be an arduous process. If the exhibit is
portable, or if it is possible to make a portable prototype version of the
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exhibit, it may be possible to set it up quickly for the duration of
evaluation, then to take it down again. Prototypes should be designed
to not require a lengthy or costly installation procedure because they
are not meant to be permanent.
In addition to using exhibit prototypes for evaluation, it is also informative to
use storyboarding and mock-ups or sketches of different exhibit components in order
to test different elements, either internally within the design team, or to gather
feedback from other experts (either scientists or educators). For a scientific contentbased exhibit, this is useful in order to assess the effectiveness of exhibit text, graphic,
and visualization components at incorporating accurate content (the scientific
opinion), clearly presenting information (the content writer and graphic artist
perspectives), and fitting within the learning outcomes, scope, and audience
expectations of the exhibit (educator perspective) throughout the design process.
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APPENDIX B: EXHIBIT COLOR PALETTE AND TYPOGRAPHY
Appendix Table 1. CMYK color palette for interpretive panels. This color
palette, provided for the Hatfield Marine Science Center Visitor Center by the Oregon
Sea Greant Information Design Specialist, and the typography outlined in Appendix
Table 2 was used for the development of exhibit signage.
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Appendix Table 2. Typography guidelines used for the development of exhibit
signage. Colors reference the CMYK color palette shown in Appendix Table 1.
Leading values were only applied for text that was more than one line.
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APPENDIX C: FRONT-END EVALUATION TOOLS

Appendix Figure 1.a. First set of front-end survey questions. This is a screenshot of the first page of questions that visitors saw when they began the front-end
survey. This question set is entirely about the topic of estuary currents, and uses the 110 ranking scale described in the Front-End Survey section of Chapter 3. Visitors
were able to select one answer per row, including from the “I don’t know” column. In
this and each subsequent set of survey questions, there is a bar at the top of the page to
indicate how much of the survey the visitors has completed, and navigation buttons at
the bottom of the screen.
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Appendix Figure 1.b. Second set of front-end survey questions.
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Appendix Figure 1.c. Third set of front-end survey questions.
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Appendix Figure 1.d. Front-end survey demographics questions. These are
standard demographic questions included in Hatfield Marine Science Center Visitor
Center visitor studies, and were provided to me by the staff. Analysis of demographic
information was beyond the scope of this study.
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Appendix Table 3. Front-end evaluation interview questions. This table
outlines the expected content to discuss during front-end interviews as well as the
reasoning for asking each type of question. Since a semi-structured format was used,
this is not an exact script of each interview.
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Appendix Table 4. Front-end interview codebook. This table includes a
description of the meaning of each code, as well as an example quote from a visitor
interview that was assigned each code per term during analysis. An “NA” in the
example column indicates that the code was not assigned to any visitor responses
associated with that exhibit vocabulary term. All of the examples for the code
“Doesn’t Know” are “NA” because the meaning of the code is that the visitor chose
not to respond. At the bottom of the table is a note about definitions, that briefly
explains the meaning of each term that was used during coding.
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Appendix Table 4 (Continued)
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Appendix Table 4 (Continued)
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Appendix Table 4 (Continued)
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Appendix Table 4 (Continued)
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APPENDIX D: FORMATIVE EVALUATION TOOLS
Appendix Table 5. Formative evaluation observation codes. These codes were
used as shorthand to record visitor behaviors while interacting with the exhibit
prototype during formative evaluation. Visitor identification codes were used to
record who was engaged in each action. Action codes were used to distinguish what
each action was. Exhibit identification codes were used to record what part of the
exhibit prototype was being interacted with. A combination of codes could be used to
identify a single action, and codes were recorded sequentially by the order of the
actions that were observed.
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Appendix Figure 2. Formative observation sheet used to record visitor
behavior with exhibit prototype. During observation, the time of day and engagement
time was recorded for each visitor group, as well as who was in the visitor group and
what behaviors each visitor was observed to engage in, listed in columns by visitor in
sequential order. Visitor behaviors were reported using the short-hand codes defined
in Appendix Table 5.
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Appendix Table 6. Formative evaluation interview questions. This table
outlines the expected content to discuss during formative interviews as well as the
reasoning for asking each question. Since a semi-structured format was used, this is
not an exact script of each interview.
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APPENDIX E: PROTOTYPE TESTING TOOLS

Appendix Figure 3. Posted notification used during testing of the initial static
panel prototypes. This sign was used to elicit feedback on prototype panels at two
testing locations; this testing method is described in the Initial Panel Prototype
Testing section of Chapter 3.

